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INTRODUCTION
In 1989 World Monuments Fund (WMF) was among the first international organizations to return
to Angkor after decades of political strife and civil war. For the first ten years, Preah Khan was
WMF’s principal focus at Angkor and when WMF began taking on additional projects at other
Angkor sites, some of the philosophy as well as methodologies developed at Preah Khan have
stood as a sound model of approach.
One of WMF’s guiding objectives has been the training local Khmer craftsmen and professionals.
Over 20 years of work in the ancient city of Angkor has allowed WMF the opportunity to train over
150 Cambodian nationals in aspects of archeology, architectural conservation, preservation
theory and philosophy, architecture, engineering, and conservation site management as well as
the skills to implement and manage the work to sustain the effort. To reach this goal WMF has
developed a close partnership with the APSARA National Authority as well as with Cambodian
universities with programs in architecture, archaeology, and engineering. The end goal of this
effort is to leave the day to day operations to the WMF Khmer staff. Today with almost 100 staff
members in Cambodia, only two are not Khmer, bringing us closer to that goal.
Today WMF is in close collaboration with the APSARA National Authority and has four ongoing
projects in the ancient city of Angkor.
•

•

•

•

Churning of the Sea of Milk Gallery, Angkor Wat
At Angkor Wat we are stabilizing and conserving the roof over one of the most important
bas reliefs in South East Asia at the Churning of the Sea of Milk Gallery which is at the
south east corner of the third enclosure.
Phnom Bakheng
With support from the United States Department of State we have completed a master
plan for Phnom Bakheng which is the first temple the Khmers built when they settled the
area that we know today as Angkor. This work now continues into the implementation
phase as WMF has begun the extremely large project of stabilizing and conserving the
central temple.
Preah Khan
WMF’S first project at Angkor. Initially, WMF conducted a series of annual field
campaigns. The earliest interventions, starting in 1994, targeted the consolidation of the
highest priority conditions. In addition the work focused on opening up the main hallways
through the site providing the visitor with the striking size, symmetry and complexity of
carved details. Yet sections of the site were left in a semi ruinous state to also help the
visitor experience the overwhelming impact that the combination of nature and time have
had on the site.
Ta Som
WMF began conservation work at Ta Som in 1998. Over the past decade, work at Ta
Som has included training Khmer workers and conservators on site and their work has
made all four of the Temple’s entrances accessible to the public. Four towers have been
stabilized and debris has been removed. This improved presentation of the site’s finely
carved stone sculptures adds to the public’s enjoyment of the site.

One of the largest and most complex projects WMF has embarked on in Cambodia is our current
work at Phnom Bakheng. Phnom Bakheng is one of Angkor’s oldest temples. It was built as a
state temple between the late 9th and early 10th centuries, when King Yasovarman constructed it
as the centerpiece of his new capital, Yasodharapura, later absorbed into Angkor. The first
mountain-style temple built there, Phnom Bakheng represents Mount Meru, home of the Hindu
gods. Despite its architectural and historical significance, the temple is popular today mainly for
its panoramic view of Angkor Wat, particularly at sunset.
In 2004, international and local experts coordinated by WMF began surveying, analyzing, and
planning for the conservation of the site, funded by a grant of $550,000 from the U.S. State
Department. Emergency measures were also taken to protect the site from further damage.
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Based on the study’s findings, in 2008 the State Department awarded WMF a second grant of
nearly $1 million to begin long-term conservation work. The list of the threats to the central temple
are many yet the most significant are the façade walls and associated stone terrace shrines
which make up the central temple. Although WMF carried out a survey of the site and stabilized
locations in danger of collapse the current scope of work is focused on the most threatened area,
the eastern façade of the main central temple. The size of the central temple is massive so even
with a crew of more than 50 craftsmen along with the support of architects, engineers,
archeologists, architectural conservators and supporting management WMF is scheduling 5 years
for just the east façade, associated stone terrace shrines, and returns on the North and South
Elevations.
However, there are many other threats to the site that cannot be overlooked. In collaboration with
the APSARA National Authority as well as support from a grant from the Wilson Matching Fund
the WMF has begin to focus limited attention on a number of these threats, one of which is the 44
endangered brick shrines that surround the base of the central temple. The first step was to carry
out a survey of each of the existing brick shrines and document the structural stability of each. By
doing this we were able to determine patterns of decay, severity of damage and prioritize the
condition of each. (See addendum #1 Brick Shrine Conservation Stabilization Workshop
Handbook for more detailed information).
As a result of the UNESCO Ad Hoc Committee of Expert’s site visit to Phnom Bakheng in June
th
2009 and related discussions and recommendations for Phnom Bakheng discussed at the 18
ICC Technical Session, WMF had agreed to install temporary protection at two of the most
severely decayed and structurally threatened brick shrines (G-5 and G-10). In addition, WMF has
been encouraged and has now completed Phase 1 of the a brick shrine conservation and
structural stabilization workshop in collaboration with the APSARA National Authority. (See
attached Brick Shrine Conservation Stabilization Workshop Handbook for more detailed
information).
The brick shrine conservation and stabilization workshop was carried out from June 1 – June 4th
2010. This work brought together UNESCO Ad Hoc Committee members, local experts,
international experts who have had expertise in this subject at Angkor as well as international
experts specializing in the field of brick monument stabilization and conservation who have never
worked at Angkor before. The goal of this workshop was to review and prioritize the threats to the
brick shrines at Phnom Bakheng and begin to develop potential repair options for the in situ
structural stabilization and coordinated material conservation issues. The team made site visits
to previously restored brick shrine sites within the Angkor Park and evaluated how previous
techniques applied might or might not be of use at Phnom Bakheng.
WMF compiled an orientation handbook that was delivered to each of the workshop participating
members a month before the start of the workshop, (see attached). The goal of this orientation
handbook was to provide background information that would orient the participants to the
challenges at hand so that participants would come to the workshop as prepared as possible.
The WMF hired a rapporteur (B. Alison Jean) who was present at each of the meetings and site
visits that were part of the workshop. The important points from each of the meetings and site
visits were recorded and careful notes were taken to document the discussions that took place.
During the meetings notes were also taken to clarify discussion points and highlight important
points. After the workshop the rapporteur pulled the important points together from each days
work and documented this information in the attached “Workshop Minutes.”
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BRICK SHRINE CONSERVATION AND
STABILIZATION WORKSHOP
June 1st - 4th 2010

Introduction
As a result of the UNESCO Ad Hoc Committee of Expert’s site visit to Phnom Bakheng in
June 2009 and related discussions and recommendations for Phnom Bakheng discussed at
the 18th ICC Technical Session the WMF has agreed to install temporary protection at two of
the most severely decayed and structurally threatened brick shrines (G-5 and G-10). In
addition, WMF has been encouraged and has agreed to conduct a brick shrine conservation
and structural stabilization workshop in collaboration with the APSARA National Authority.
This workshop will include the UNESCO Ad Hoc Committee of Experts, select international
Angkor colleagues, and invited international experts in the fields of:
•
•

In-situ structural stabilization, and
Conservation of brick, stone and pigmented stuccos.

The results of this workshop will advance the knowledge of brick shrine stabilization and
conservation at Phnom Bakheng, specifically, as well as other threatened brick shrines
throughout the ancient city of Angkor. The workshop will review successes and failures of
methods previously used at Angkor and will result in potential options for structural repair
and coordinated material conservation for each of the specific conditions found on G-5 and
G-10, other brick shrines in varying conditions at Phnom Bakheng, as well as general conditions identified at other temple complexes within Angkor.

Agenda
Day 1: Tuesday, June 1st
9AM The Center for Khmer Studies
Wat Damnak, Siem Reap
Morning
Greeting of workshop participants.
•
•
Opening Remarks: H.E. Bun Narith, Director General, APSARA National Authority
Introduction: Lisa Ackerman Executive Vice President, WMF & H.E. Ros Borath,
•
Deputy Director General, APSARA National Authority
Presentation of current scope of work at Phnom Bakheng and goals of the
•
workshop. Introduction of workshop participants and their areas of expertise.
Glenn Boornazian, Project Director, WMF
Brick Shrine Conservation and Stabilization Workshop June 1-4
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Global view of the development of arches, domes and towers and the relationship
to general structural threats to specific brick shrines at Phnom Bakheng and
other brick shrines at temple complexes within ancient Angkor.
Giorgrio Croci, UNESCO Ad Hoc Expert
General conservation threats to the specific brick shrines at Angkor and
introduction to previous attempts at stabilization and conservation.
Simon Warrack, ICCROM

•

•

LUNCH
Afternoon
Meet at the Center for Khmer Studies, bus to Phnom Bakheng. First stop at the APSARA
Admissions Center to purchase passes to the Park.
•

Site visit to Phnom Bakheng to review structural and material conditions at Brick
Shrines

Day 2: Wednesday, June 2nd
8AM Meet bus at the Center for Khmer Studies
Morning - Site Visits, Presentations and Discussions.
Site Visit #1

Prasat Kravanh
Restored by the EFEO in the 1930’s or 1940’s
Tour led by: Pascal Royere, Manager, EFEO, Siem Reap, Cambodia
Site Visit #2

Pre Rup
Restored in the Late 1990’s by Italian Team
Tour led by: Giorgio Croci, and Valter Santoro of IGeS.
Brick Shrine Conservation & Stabilization Workshop - June 1-4 2010
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Potential: site visit to brick kilns
LUNCH
Afternoon
Site Visit #3

Preah Ko
Restored in the Mid 1990’s by the APSARA Authority
Tour led by: H.E. Ros Borath and Simon Warrack; Tan Sophal and Saray Kimhoul,
Archaeologists, APSARA National Authority
Site Visit #4

Bakong
Review Conditions and Repair Options of Brick Shrines
Tour led by: H.E. Ros Borath and Simon Warrack; Heng Jeudi, Architect, APSARA
National Authority
Bakong has both surrounding brick shrines and stone terrace shrines. Repairs to a
section of one of the brick shrines are currently being completed by the APSARA
National Authority. Possibly meet masonry conservation team.

Brick Shrine Conservation & Stabilization Workshop - June 1-4 2010
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Day 3: Thursday, June 3rd
9AM The Center for Khmer Studies
Morning
The team will meet as a group to review the materials, conditions, threats and priorities
related to the conservation and stabilization of the brick shrines at Phnom Bakheng. The
goal of these working sessions is to develop a holistic approach to the threats we have
defined, review potential treatment options and decide on a course of action which may
also include additional field and lab work as well as the implementation of pilot treatment
programs to advance the fine tuning of potential final treatment options. Each of the groups
might consider the following topics as a guide:
•

Conservation Team: 1) examine and prioritize past and present mechanisms of
material deterioration; 2) determine if any additional materials analysis, testing and
or laboratory studies may be necessary; 3) design small scale pilot projects which
will help fine tune final treatment options. 4) design preliminary treatment options.

•

Structural Team: 1) examine and prioritize past and present mechanisms of structural
failure; 2) determine if any additional laboratory testing, in situ investigations or
monitoring may be necessary; 3) design potential small scale pilot projects which will
help fine tune final treatment options; 4) design preliminary treatment options.

Afternoon
• Both teams meet to discuss overlapping issues and define potential treatment
options.

Day 4: Friday, June 4th
9AM The Center for Khmer Studies
Morning and Afternoon
• Both teams meet to discuss overlapping issues and define final treatment options
and next steps as required.
Closing Remarks.
Group Dinner - Location to be determined

Brick Shrine Conservation & Stabilization Workshop - June 1-4 2010
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PARTICIPANTS:
The APSARA National Authority
- H.E. Ros Borath, Deputy Director General
- Madame Mao Lao, Director of Department of Conservation of Monuments in the Angkor
Park and Preventive Archaeology
- Tan Sophal, Archaeologist
- Saray Kimhoul, Archaeologist
- Heng Jeudi, Architect
World Monuments Fund
- Lisa Ackerman, Executive Vice President
- Glenn Boornazian, Project Director
- Konstanze von zur Muehlen, Project Manager
- Phally Cheam, Project Architect
- Bryse Gaboury, Engineer
- Bun Wat, Architect
- B. Alison Jean, Rapporteur
- Chiv Phirom, Engineer
U.S. Department of State
- John E. Johnson, Public Affairs Officer
UNESCO
- Giorgio Croci, UNESCO Ad Hoc Expert, Italy
- Dr. Kenichiro Hidaka, UNESCO Ad Hoc Expert, Japan
- Bun Hok LIM, NPO/CLT/PNP, Standing Secretariat of the ICC-Angkor, UNESCO, Phnom
Penh
ICCROM
- Simon Warrack, Conservation Consultant
INTERNATIONAL EXPERTS WORKING AT ANGKOR
- Pascal Royere, Manager EFEO, Siem Reap
- Valter Santoro, IGeS, Italian Team
INTERNATIONAL EXPERTS VISITING FOR THE FIRST TIME
- John A. Fidler, RIBA FRICS Intl Assoc AIA, Staff Consultant and Practice Leader, Preservation Technology, Simpson Gumpertz & Heger
- Ian Hume, DIC, DiplConsAA, CEng, MIStructE, IHBC – Consulting Conservation Engineer
- Mara Landoni, Chief Field Architect of Lerici Foundation (Scientific University of “Politecnico di Milano”) for Conservation and Restoration projects in Laos and Vietnam
- David Sleight, Specialist in the Conservation, Repair and related Craft Training for Historic
Structures, David Sleight Conservation
- William B. Rose, Research Architect, Specialist in the field of environmental assessment,
moisture management and control
Brick Shrine Conservation & Stabilization Workshop - June 1-4 2010
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WORKSHOP MINUTES
The important points from each of the meetings and site visits were recorded by a rapporteur (B.
Alison Jean) who was hired by the WMF. This information has been compiled below as a record
of each day.
Day:
Session:
Location:

Tuesday, June 1
Morning
CKS

Participants:
Lisa Ackerman, Executive Vice President of WMF
Glenn Boornazian, Project Director of WMF Program in Angkor
H.E. Ros Borath, Deputy Director General of the APSARA National Authority
Phally Cham, Project Architect of WMF
Giorgio Croci, Engineer, UNESCO Ad Hoc Expert, Italy
John A. Fidler, RIBA FRICS Intl Assoc AIA, Staff Consultant and Practice Leader, Preservation
Technology, Simpson Gumpertz & Heger
Bryse Gaboury, Engineer of WMF
Dr. Kenichiro Hidaka, UNESCO Ad Hoc Expert, Japan
Ian Hume, DIC, DiplConsAA, CEng, MIStructE, IHBC - Consulting Conservation Engineer
B. Alison Jean, Rapporteur of WMF
Mara Landoni, Chief Field Architect of Lerici Foundation (Scientific University of
“Politecnico di Milano”) for Conservation and Restoration projects in Laos and
Vietnam
Madame Mao Lao, Director of Department of Preventive Archaeology and Monuments in the
Angkor Park, APSARA National Authority
Lim Bun Hok, NPO/CLT/PNP, Standing Secretariat of the ICC-Angkor, UNESCO, Phnom Penh
Konstanze von zur Muehlen, Project Manager of WMF Program in Angkor
William B. Rose, Research Architect. Specialist in the field of environmental assessment,
moisture management and control
Pascal Royere, Director of EFEO, Siem Reap
Valter Santoro, Project Director of IGeS, Italian Team
David Sleight, Specialist in the Conservation, Repair and related Craft Training for Historic
Structures, David Sleight Conservation
Simon Warrack, Conservation Consultant of ICCROM
Bun Wat, Architect of WMF
Opening remarks by Glenn Boornazian (WMF), His Excellency Ros Borath (APSARA), and Lisa
Ackerman (WMF) highlight the new professional partnership between World Monuments Fund
(WMF) and APSARA. Workshop participants (see below) are welcomed.
H.E. Ros Borath described briefly the history of brick as a construction material in ancient
th
Cambodia. The earliest brick buildings in Cambodia were constructed during the 5 century at the
Funan archeological site, Oc Eo. Brick was chosen as the primary material for pre-Angkorian
temples, such as Angkor Borei and Sambor Prei Kuk. At Angkor, brick temples were built during
the 8th and 9th century, but sandstone replaced brick at the end of the 9th century until the middle
of the 10th century. Brick resurfaced at this time and was used for buildings such as Pre Rup. It
disappeared during the 12th century and resurfaced towards the end of the 13th century.
Even though brick was a popular construction material, our knowledge of the ancient way of
producing bricks remains scant; no ancient brick kiln has been found to date. Brick maintenance
and restoration pose more challenges than sandstone conservation, underscoring the timeliness
and importance of this workshop.
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Glenn provided an overview of WMF’s Conservation Approach, using specific examples from
WMF’s work at Angkor Wat on the Churning of the Sea of Milk Gallery to highlight core
principles. Assessing the previous work on the gallery conducted by a the EFEO in the 1950’s
and an Indian team (ASI) in the 1980’s convinced WMF of the importance of insuring that as
much as possible all its work would be well documented. Furthermore, WMF practiced minimal
intervention, such as continuing to use the original Khmer roof drainage channels. In order to
minimize the need for long-term maintenance, WMF has erected a temporary walk-way around
the gallery, along which signage and photographs educate tourists about the bas-reliefs and the
conservation they are undergoing.
After reviewing WMF’s Conservation Approach, Glenn delivered an overview of the temple of
Phnom Bakheng. This site houses the brick shrines that are the focus of this workshop; 44 brick
shrines surround the central temple. Over the years, a significant number of brick shrines have
collapsed. Brick shrine G34 is considered to be in the best condition whereas G4, G5, and G10
have been identified as some of the shrines in the most serious condition; WMF has erected
temporary protection of the latter three shrines as well as set up a conservation workshop on the
premises.
Phnom Bakheng is a significantly earlier temple than Angkor Wat and is unique for its being built
on top of a natural hill. The ancient Khmer builders shaved off the top 20% of the hill exposing the
live rock interior. This live rock was carved to support the applied sandstone façade. When the
EFEO rediscovered the site massive amounts of stone were found on the top terrace, which, it is
believed, were the remains of a massive seated Buddha. In the 1920’s the EFEO constructed
large ramps which provided access to the upper section of the central shrine. We believe these
ramps were used primarily to transport the remains of the seated Buddha to the base of the
central shrine and then deposited on the hill’s south side slope. Historic images show clearly that
the temple was under tremendous amount of pressure caused by uncontrolled jungle overgrowth.
The ancient Khmer pitched all stone terraces of the central shrine for drainage reasons; today,
however, many of the terrace stones are gone and the stone terrace shrines are sitting on the
terrace and perimeter capstone. The stacked masonry of the stone terrace shrines has proven
susceptible to cracks and collapse caused by water infiltration and movement caused by resulting
erosion. WMF’s approach is to return the sandstone terrace pavers to their original locations,
placing them in their correct, original pitch while at the same time inserting a waterproof
membrane properly detailed to prevent future water infiltration.
An earlier geotechnical survey carried out by a WMF consultant identified the mountain as
relatively stable. Seismic activity was found to be none, and a review of the exposed live rock
concluded that any fissures were localized and related to the presence of weaker inclusions. No
displacement of bedrock substrate related to movement was identified.
The general threats to the overall site are many and will be addressed in a two phase
Conservation Site Management Workshop beginning in February 2011. One interesting point
however is the temple’s high vantage point which attracts tourists, who primarily come to watch
sunset; during peak season, as many as 4,000 tourists ascend upon Phnom Bakheng in a single
evening. While technical challenges threaten the longevity of the temple, its sustainability is also
greatly threatened by this concentrated influx of tourists, a capacity that the structure was never
designed to withstand. Glenn, H. E. Ros Borath, and Lisa each reiterated the pressing need to
regulate tourism more rigorously combined with a more concerted effort to educate tourists.
Professor Giorgio Croci presented his ideas of the “The Development of Arches, Domes, and
Towers in Europe and Cambodia” and then sited his analysis of the failures WMF was facing with
the brick shrines at Phnom Bakheng and how these conditions were similar to the condition of
other brick shrines throughout the ancient city of Angkor. Professor Croci has been a UNESCO
Ad Hoc Expert at Angkor representing the Italian Government since 1994 making him one of the
longest serving UNESCO experts at Angkor. As a coordinator of an international group of
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experts, he prepared a document entitled Recommendations for the Conservation and
Preservation of Angkor Monuments. From 1995 to 2005 he was the Chairman of the
International Scientific Committee for Analysis and Restoration of Structures of Architectural
Heritage at ICOMOS. At present he serves as the honorary chairman of this committee. He is
also a UNESCO international expert for such sites as the Pyramid Plateau, Leaning Tower of
Pisa, Axum etc.. Professor Croci presented on the pyramids, highlighting the structural problem
between the interior’s empty space and the outer walls, which columns can only partially address
due to their height limitations. The architectural innovation of the arch expanded possibilities. An
arch’s bow shape and use of compression forces the flow of energy so that sliding between
blocks is prevented. Arches above doorways reduce the amount of pressure by displacing the
weight onto door-jambs rather than on the beam. Arches are often more stable than the buildings
themselves, as evidenced by the fact that arches often remain intact even when buildings are
destroyed over time or due to significant damage.
st
Some variations of the arch worth noting include that of the Domus Aurea from the 1 century
ACE; this example proves that arches can be stable even if they are not continuous. The Hagia
Sophia’s dome was cited as an example of a weak arch because it was built on a square rather
then cylindrical structure; each side of the square is an arch whose ends conjoin to form columns.
Gothic cathedrals shifted away from using a curved shape for arches to using a triangular shape
that allowed for lighter, less stiff walls. The bulbous shaped dome common on Islamic mosques is
an illusion; the “real” dome structure is hidden behind the outer layer that gives it this shape.

At Angkor, arches are constructed from brick that has been stacked in horizontal layers; also
known as a corbel arch. The behavior of the blocks is arch-like even though they do not take a
curved form; the greater the inclination, the taller the structure. Stabilizing weights are an
important feature of Angkorian arches. For example, the door to Angkor Thom utilizes the face of
a Buddha in a stabilizing role to keep the correct angle of inclination. Collapsed arches at Angkor
are often those that have lost their stabilizing weight on top. Furthermore, cracks often occur
when the foundation is prevented from shifting as a unit.
Simon Warrack then spoke about general threats to Angkor’s brick shrines, which include 1)
danger to materials, 2) construction technique (foundation, jointing/bonding, carving), 3) climate
(temperature/humidity change, rainfall/downwashing), 4) biological growth, and 5) previous
restorations.
The ancient Khmer bonded the brick material in order to attempt to create monoliths, which were
then carved; however, carving thins and weakens the brick because the dense outer layer or “fire
skin” is removed and the softer more porous core exposed. Bricks were carved in great detail and
later stuccoed and painted; the stucco takes on the appearance of sandstone and has acted as a
protective layer.
Ironically, the thick forest overgrowth that covered many of the temples for centuries created a
more stable micro-climate, in which there was a reduced amount of temperature variation. More
stucco has been lost in recent years since the removal of this forest cover and exposure to higher
variability in temperature and humidity. Plants take a greater toll on bricks than on stone because
bricks offer a higher number of cracks and gaps.
Simon concluded his presentation by advocating for the “integrated approach” to conservation.
Through integration, the conservation work remains invisible to the average visitor because
choices made during reconstruction honor the original and do not make conjectures. Subtle
details in how the surface has been treated transmit messages to other conservators about
reconstruction materials and strategy.
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Day:
Session:
Location:

Tuesday, June 1
Afternoon
Phnom Bakheng

The group’s first visit to Phnom Bakheng included observations of G34, G4, G5, G10, and the
archeological trench dug by the APSARA National Authority team in collaboration with WMF. As
the structure for this visit was loose, key questions posed and the responses they provoked have
been summarized below.
Why did the ancient Khmer use/choose laterite?
There is a limited amount of information available to answer this question. However, current
hypotheses include the fact that it is much quicker to build with laterite as compared to building
with brick, which would require more material. It was noted that during the period in which Phnom
Bakheng was built, there was an overall trend to move away from brick masonry towards stone.
Typical of Phnom Bakheng’s brick shrines, a laterite foundation/platform is constructed that rests
directly on the bedrock below; sandstone was used to surround the laterite platform and
sandstone pavers were applied to the top. On top of these pavers, a shrine was built.
How is laterite quarried, and is new laterite good quality material?
The quality of laterite is far ranging, depending not only from which quarry it was taken but also
from which layer within a quarry it was extracted. Builders often know to separate the layers of
laterite for different uses, such as blocks needed for indoors versus outdoors construction.
There was some discrepancy as to when the best laterite can be quarried. At the quarry WMF
Staff Phally and Konstanze have visited, the special time of year for quarrying is just before rainy
season (March and April); in contrast, Mara noted that the opposite – just after rainy season – is
practiced in the quarries she is familiar with in Vietnam.
Laterite is cured first to allow the softer material to drain out; after it has been cut out of the
quarry, it is exposed to the sun to let it dry. The Japanese team has found that today’s laterite is
of less quality than that used by the ancient Khmer. Questions regarding how to separate good
quality laterite from bad took place later in the workshop.
At G10, should the brickwork be consolidated prior to foundation stabilization? And what potential
options are there?
The brick structure appears far more fragile than the foundation, which is more straightforward in
terms of how to repair (see below). While vegetation is a concern, the main cause of stress on the
bricks occurs in the middle, where debris and moisture have fallen into fissures, wedging the
brickwork apart.
An alternate assessment cited the erosion of the substructure as the Central Temple as a
significant problem. The force of the water, assisted by the steep slope to the ground level and
the heavy rains, has caused major erosion of many of the surrounding brick shrines. Effective
prevention of further erosion is a high priority.
During the consolidation of the brickwork, local stresses will be caused by this intervention; the
approach should be interdisciplinary to mitigate this additional stress. While the theoretical model
is to repair monuments in situ in the least intrusive way, sometimes it is important to consider
ways to use selective disassembling to meet project goals.
One approach for stabilizing the foundation could be to provide temporary shoring that continues
to support the laterite in place while digging down to the bedrock; then, underpinning installed.
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Once the laterite was stabilized the shoring could be removed. Another approach could be adding
shoring which would allow for exposing the laterite foundation as well as the bedrock. Then jacks
could be used to assist in recovering the original foundation angle. Once the right angle was
recovered new laterite could be used to infill missing sections.
It was noted that underpinning can be difficult if there is only a small space in which to work. It
was suggested that glass telltales be installed in strategic locations and observed carefully during
the progress of the work as these would indicate potential movement.
At G5, a question arose about the “ghost cuts” on the wall?
The current theory is that, in a later period, a roof structure was added to this (and other) brick
shrines. The wood structures may relate to the later transition to Buddhism or relate to times the
shrines may have been inhabited after the fall of the Angkorian empire. EFEO found traces of
wood and pieces of Buddhist statues when excavating the terrace underneath in the 1920’s.

Day:
Session:
Location:

Wednesday, June 2
Morning & Afternoon
Site visits

Pascal Royere (EFEO) led a tour of Prasat Kravanh, whose interior, large-scale bas-reliefs in two
of the brick shrines are unique in all of Angkor. When the French arrived during the 1950s, their
major concern was that the opening walls would endanger the future survival of these bas-reliefs;
the second major concern was the stabilization of towers. The towers sit on brick, and the brick
goes to down a laterite pavement, much like at Preah Ko.
To conserve the bas-reliefs, the approach was to excavate portions of the walls, insert concrete
pillars in the corners and concrete beams on top of the walls. Dismantling the entire wall was not
an option because of the bas-reliefs. In general, the base of each wall has been replaced and the
load bearing aspect of the walls altered.
New bricks of a slightly bigger dimension were chosen in order distinguish them from the original;
additionally, new bricks were stamped with “CA” (Conservation d’Angkor). It was observed that
the new brickwork is better bonded than that of the original. A cement mortar was used between
bricks.
The platforms were also dismantled and concrete slabs installed. With regards to waterproofing
the structures, the French decided against building roofs, which would have cast shadows on the
bas-reliefs. Because the hole at the top of the central shrine’s tower is relatively small, the French
put in a piece of glass that allowed light to shine through but prevented water from entering; the
glass was destroyed during the civil war.
Valter Santoro (IGeS) led a tour of Pre Rup, built about 50 years after Phnom Bakheng. The main
problems encountered at these brick shrines by the Italian team included material decay, soil
settlement, and deformation of foundations. As at Phnom Bakheng, those towers that are on the
ground level have very different problems than those towers on the temple’s terraces. The
stability of the ground-level towers is affected by rainfall and resulting wet soil. Additionally, the
south side of the site is more affected by “subsidence”, or the variation of the behavior of the soil
to the variation of water content.
Typical of stiff structures on unstable soil, the towers are divided by heavy, vertical cracks that put
a great amount of stress on the corners; in turn, this stress causes a crushing effect on the brick
in these locations which then affects the stability of some of the large decorative lintels at
doorway openings specifically and the structure in general. The weight of the some of the lintels
has led to a structural imbalance; to counter this, the Italian team inserted stainless steel beams
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and cables to prevent further tilting of the lintels. The presence of three false doors has
contributed to the cracking.
The foundation is comprised of laterite blocks topped by a layer of sandstone. The core of the
foundation is filled with sand (not compressed); the deformed shape of the towers is typical of a
plastic fill under a rigid foundation. Furthermore, the behavior of the foundation relates to the
hydraulic condition of the soil. Whereas the north side is independent, the south side, where there
is less protection from sunshine, is strongly dependent on the hydraulic condition.
The restoration of the central tower (24 meters high) in 1998 consisted of underpinning the
structure. The lower slab was pre-stressed in order to transfer the loads to the top layer of
sandstone. Then, the concrete slab was connected to the foundation. Later, this approach was
utilized at towers 1 and 3.
Major threats to the tower included its splitting into independent parts and losing the upper part.
Through core-drilling the brick, rods were placed inside the walls at the top of the tower, after
which the heads were capped; the rods are protected by electro-galvanization bar. The main
crack was first filled with crushed brick and then injected with a mixture of lime, sand, crushed
brick, and buffalo skin vegetable glue.
In the center of the tower, the team dug all the way down to the laterite (2.5 meters) in order to
replace it with a cement slab followed by laterite. The concrete slab enlarges the base of the
foundation, helping to spread the load. The foundation was enlarged more than 100%, which has
halved the amount of pressure that the false doors must carry.
Simon Warrack (ICCROM), Tann Sophal (APSARA), and Sarary Kim Houl (APSARA) conducted
the tour of Preah Ko, which is part of the pre-Angkorian Rolous Group and the earliest capital and
royal sanctuary in the Angkor region. It has been discovered that there were several phases of
building the brick shrines, beginning with their initial construction in all brick. Later, stone doors
and lintels were added. Then, guardian figures were added and the platform was covered with
stone and plinths were erected around the towers. Lastly, stucco was applied and painted.
The relative straightness of the towers here might be explained by their brick foundation; a solid
brick platform extends down to the earth, under which is a layer of crushed laterite. The platform
was consolidated with new brick because it was one of the main sources of water infiltration.
When the team arrived, the platform was a pile of brick rubble, which allowed the rain to run
underneath the towers. The repair work was complicated by the fact that the ancient Khmer had
not planned any slope; the team had to slope the platform to insure gradual run off of water.
Regarding the conservation of decorative moldings, the philosophy has been to copy only what
can be seen; there has been no attempt to recreate according to speculation. Towards the end of
2009, selected sandstone columns were worked on.
One of the most successful aspects of this project has been the handing over of it to the APSARA
National Authority; accordingly, two members from ASPARA presented on the approach taken to
consolidate Preah Ko’s small corner tower. It is the only miniature shrine in all of Angkor to have
survived, measuring about one meter tall.
Work on the miniature shrine began at the bottom and progressed upward layer by layer. The
APSARA team removed the broken brick and replaced with new brick, using a lime mortar and
fiberglass dowels. The mortar contained slaked lime, brick dust, sand, buffalo glue, and palm
sugar; the lime comes from shells. The upper structure was tied with gauze bandage and PVA
(20%) or rice husk to pre-consolidate the structure prior to disassembly of loose parts. It was
necessary during this stage not to let the lime dry out, so a permanent water drip was used. After
this, the second level of bricks was cleaned and broken bricks were replaced with new brick. New
bricks were hand-chiseled in order to insure that they meet ancient dimensions; this process is
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quite time consuming and labor intensive – on average, a worker can complete two bricks in one
day.
APSARA also conducted a tour of some of the brick shrines at the Bakong which was built just
after Phnom Bakheng. One of the shrines at Bakong suffered the tragic shattering of a lintel as a
result of a collapse during the 2009 typhoon. The team is currently working on replacing broken
brick, primarily with fallen brick found on the premises of the temple. The second stage of
conservation will focus on repairing the lintel and door-frame; to date, the lintel pieces have not
yet been numbered. The team also plans to build a roof in order to protect the inside of the
temple from rain as the work progresses.

Day:
Session:
Location:

Thursday, June 3
Morning
CKS

John Fidler facilitated a round-table discussion specifically related to the restoration of brick
shrines G5 and G10 at Phnom Bakheng and incorporating aspects of the repairs that were
observed during day two. The goal of the discussion was to identify critical issues about the
shrines and address questions about the foundation systems including the bedrock and laterite.
Each component of the shrine was discussed to review the information that is known, to raise
questions, and to identify additional research that needs to take place in order to make
appropriate interventions. Correlations were made with other sites and tentative solutions were
provided.
The discussion moved from the base of the brick shrine to top of the brick shrine beginning with
the mountain formation and the bedrock. Within the first phase of WMF’s project at Phnom
Bakheng in 2005 a study of Phnom Bakheng that focused on geotechnical conditions,
conservation aspects, and landscape interpretation was conducted. Geotechnical geologists
looked at the plane that surrounds the area, the live rock/bedrock, which was shaped to serve as
the foundation of the pyramid temple.The concern was whether or not there was any shifting
going on. The report found that the bedrock mass was sound and stable. Some inclusions and
fissures were identified but they were mostly localized. The team discussed how to work with the
inherent features of the bedrock. It was decided that small loose bedrock pieces would be
removed and where possible large bedrock pieces would be stabilized in place with the use of
stainless steel rock bolts.

The team then discussed the effect that open fissures in the façade walls of the central temple
and abutting bedrock are the areas in which water will collect and move, but it remains unknown
where this water will exit. Pre Rup has a pitch that varies by at least 2 meters and a water table of
5 meters. The assumption is that the mountain drains water quickly, but at Pre Rup, only about
10% of the original drainage points still work. Water seepage affects the overall stability of the
surrounding shrines. It is essential to better understand the impact of water runoff on the bearing
capacity of G5 and G10. WMF pointed out that as a result of the conservation program on the
central shrine all the terraces will be waterproofed. This will increase the concentration of water
run off at the base of the central shrine. Development of large scale water management systems
and an understanding of the pitch of the bedrock under the brick shrine was on track to be
accomplished in the near future.
From here, the discussion moved on to laterite. Reiterations of similar queries from Day 1 about
laterite underscore the importance of further research into this material. Laterite’s variability,
acting as both a stone and a soil, raises a multitude of questions about the quality of existing
laterite as well as new laterite blocks. For example, the variations in laterite’s inherent physical
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makup should be better understood to determine if certain types of laterite will hold up longer than
others and if orientation (bedding) when placed in a wall or a foundation will increase or decrease
its useful life. A Japanese team (Sophia University) has done testing on laterite within their project
of Rebuilding the Causeway at Angkor Wat and their work should be reviewed.
Understanding the decay phenomena of laterite is key to informing the conservation decisions. A
statistical study of how laterite behaves in the field and why certain blocks decay and others do
not would help to inform decisions regarding the selection of new materials and the repair of the
existing material.
There is evidence of migration of minerals in the laterite over time and oxide staining on
sandstone, likely through water shedding and runoff. Although most minerals are not water
soluble, they can still migrate.
There is no clear information currently about the porosity of laterite as well as its compressive
strength. Because laterite is so variable in its properties it was recommended that tests be
carried out on new material, old material, cured, and uncured laterite to provide results that
represent the range of conditions associated with laterite. Data could be collected from various
nearby sites to increase the body of knowledge. Techniques such as ultrasound and resistance
drilling testing were also suggested. Due to the variation in laterite it was recommended that
WMF find an expert laterite quarrier with whom it can work closely to find the best possible
material.
WMF and the APSARA Authority agreed that further understanding of laterite is in order and will
begin to think about next steps. A discussion of the testing followed to address which tests
should be conducted and what questions and concerns need to be addressed. A set of
guidelines for testing and the identification of conditions for the tests have to be outlined as well.
-It was agreed that a literature review would be the best place to start so as to build on
the testing and research that has already begun. The literature review should be specific
and focus on laterite in the region.
-Sample preparation was identified as critical. Good and decayed material should be
tested simultaneously and consideration should be given to the curing, aging process,
testing of new and ancient material, laterite that is filled with loose material versus laterite
that is void of loose material, as well as testing wet and dry conditions.
-Sample size is a critical component too and consideration should be given to the shape
such as cubes or cylinders.
-Compression testing, measuring the plastic limit; and how the results of the tests relate
to the way the stone is taken out of the quarry and oriented.
-Water absorption testing.
-Petrography to determine porosity and pore size distribution, mineral sensitivities and
mobility of oxides.
Through the discussion of testing, various other issues were discussed. The complexities of
introducing new laterite were raised in relation to bonding or keying it to the existing laterite. It is
not clear if there is a bonding pattern present and if the laterite can indeed be bonded or if it
should be dry stacked. This issue is not just structural but should emerge out of the philosophy
that dictates the brick shrine conservation approach. The condition of the laterite platform at G10
was discussed and concern was raised about the nature of the deformations and whether they
are cyclical or progressive. It is generally believed that the disaggregation of the laterite at the
perimeter at G10 is a result of water undercutting the stone, however the condition of the blocks
and bedrock under the shrine are unknown and there is a possibility of water infiltration. Radar
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was mentioned as a possible detection tool but is affected by moisture and might not be
successful in the damp Cambodian climate.
Above ground, there is evidence of various salts present on the brickwork of G10. Identification
of the salts might inform where the water is coming from. An in depth study of the salts was
recommended.
In terms of the brick superstructure, there are deformations and destruction apparent in
brickwork. Tree trunk and roots are buried in the walls. Cracks allow debris to fall inside risking
wedging which can cause further damage. If the foundations are not actively moving anymore
than the vertical cracks only need to be protected from water infiltration and debris. If the
movement is active, movement would have to be constrained in order to stabilize the structure.
Grout was suggested as a fill for the cracks to allow them to repel water while remaining
breathable. Recessing the grout is an aesthetic option that would protect the crack while allowing
it to be seen. Glass tell tales could be used to monitor any movement in the structure and have
the advantage of providing an instant response to movement.
Another concern about stabilization is the fragile tops of the shrines. At Preah Ko, the shrines
were wrapped and consolidated however it is not recommended at Phnom Bakheng because it
obstructs a clear view of the structure making it difficult to detect what is happening below the
wrapping.
It was decided to address some of the questions regarding the tops of the shrines again during a
site visit. Each structure is different and would have to be treated individually. The use of resin
as a water repellent to shed water was raised. More investigation into this approach is
necessary.
New bricks used in reconstruction were discussed briefly as well. Currently rain is absorbed into
the building and the water held by the bricks increases the load on the structure. The new bricks
respond differently than the old bricks. There is no color change between new bricks that are wet
and new bricks that are dry. The new bricks also attract different kinds of biological growth,
although the difference in appearance evened out over time. It is important to know what the firing
temperatures of the new bricks are.

Day:
Session:
Location:

Friday, June 4
Morning
CKS

John Fidler orchestrated a recap of Thursday afternoon’s follow-up visit to G10 and G5 at Phnom
Bakheng, addressing some of the questions that had been raised the previous day as well as
new questions based on observations made on site.
The discussion at G10 was focused on the laterite foundation, followed by a discussion of the
brickwork above.
At G10, the archeological excavations revealed that on the north side of the shrine, the laterite
sits directly on top of the bedrock whereas on the south side the laterite sits on top of a fill layer of
laterite and stone particles. Cylindrical holes found, are presumed to be former post-holes.
On the west-side laterite boundary wall, there was a discernable striation pattern to the surface of
the laterite; however, the decayed material that was recessed from the surface by approximately
75mm did not show evidence of this pattern. This discrepancy may be significant for future
considerations about the placement of new laterite and the impact on its decay mechanisms and
longevity. Petrography will be required to confirm.
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To address the deterioration conditions on the southwest corner where the laterite meets the
sandstone the laterite could be recorded, numbered, dismantled, and rebuilt the with new laterite
blocks. This would require underpinning the structure. The goal in rebuilding the laterite should be
to achieve some horizontality in bonding the stones. Currently, the laterite is not sufficiently
bonded; achieving structural integrity between the old and new laterite is necessary. One
suggestion was to use rock bolts. It was recommended that the new laterite be stepped away
from the monument in order to direct the force of the weight.
At the West Elevation of G10, beams currently hinder the effective insertion of new laterite blocks;
it was suggested that beams be substituted with jacks or individual posts to accommodate the
new laterite and spread the load from sandstone blocks or a laterite pillar.
The question of how to finish the new laterite was raised. The old laterite is weathered and
sloped while the new blocks have a hard edge. The face of the new blocks could be softened to
visually integrate the new and old blocks.
At the brick masonry, there is unconsolidated loose material at the top of the shrine, as well as a
fissure in the corner of two perpendicular walls, caused by a tree. Prior to addressing the
deteriorated laterite, the top section of the masonry walls should be constrained by tying opposing
faces to one another to stabilize the monument during underpinning. One half to one meter of
brickwork could be dismantled and the top tree root removed. In order to insert the laterite blocks
under the sandstone, it is necessary to pack and stress the joints so the load can be transferred
to the laterite, away from the sandstone. A pocket to accommodate the jack system will be
necessary.
An alternative approach would be the use of folding wedges. The potential for straightening some
of the walls after the fissures have been cleaned was also discussed; fissures should be filled
with a bonding material that can keep vegetation and water out.
The floor at the center of the shrine is level and appears in good condition. From an interior
vantage point, most of the wall planes are nearly vertical unlike the exterior.
There was some discussion about which corner of the shrine is best to begin work on – with the
most precipitous or with the easiest corner; there is value in having some “practice” with an easier
corner prior to tackling a more complex corner.
Once the foundations are stabilized, fissures can be cleaned and filled with inert material that has
flexural strength, will bond with the substrate and keep water and debris out of the cracks.
Visually the fissures could be represented with recessed filling material.
At G5, the cracks in the wall caused by tree trunks were focused on. Due to the fragility of these
walls, it was recommended that pins are used in order to maintain the physical integrity of the wall
and to avoid the wall face from shearing off as it is stabilized. The tops of the walls appear very
loose and the material could be recorded, numbered, dismantled, and stored safely prior to
addressing the underpinning. Once the wall gets rebuilt, a gentle sloping profile could be created
to better shed water.
John Fidler shared some relevant examples of a range of techniques used in various
conservation projects by English Heritage. A commonly used device in the UK to connect loose
bricks to the wall is the helifix anchor. A pilot hole is drilled in the masonry, into which a stainless
steel helifix with sharp edges is drilled at an angle, creating its own “worm” hole. This is a dry
connection and the steel is ductile, allowing for some movement of the material. Pins are placed
in opposed directions to lock the masonry and are nearly impossible to pull out.
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Mara then presented her work at My Son, a Hindu temple complex in central Vietnam. Two of the
buildings use laterite as foundations as well as the enclosing wall and foundation. The elevations
are in brick. Various brick shapes are used here such as triangular, trapezoidal, and square
shapes to minimize movement especially at the corners. The trapezoidal bricks were used as
wedges because walls were built from the edge inwards. The square bricks appear to shift the
joints. Brick compression tests revealed that bricks with the original joint are continuous whereas
bricks without the joint test as non-continuous. Mara and her team have had success with
dismantling bricks, cleaning, and reassembling them with resin. According to a resin test, organic
material was noted in the original joints. The natural resin appears similar but not exactly the
same as the resin they are using today. The tree where the resin comes from produces resin
after 50 years with 1 ½ to 2 kilos of resin per year.
Termites were raised as an extensive problem that demands attention during the conservation.
According to H. E. Ros Borath, Exterra has been experimented with on small surface areas.
Borates are being used at Preak Khan as more of a preventative measure. Philosophically,
APSARA aims to avoid environmental pollution; additionally, Buddhist culture is resistant to killing
any living matter.
Nests created by the termites on the brick shrines are quite strong and can act as support
systems for the temples due to their concrete-like strength. Removal of the nests risks
destabilization of the structure and may create new opportunities for water to enter.
The risk that termites pose to trees is also of concern due to the large number of trees on the site
and the damage that falling branches could do to the structures. A forestry survey is important to
understand the condition of the trees.
Surface Finishes were briefly mentioned in relation to the conservation of the other shrine
elements. Concern was raised over the impact that conservation treatments for structural repairs
might have on the more delicate finishes, in particular with the introduction of water or potentially
salt laden materials. When selecting treatments, consideration should be given to the possible
effects on the finishes.
The use of new bricks and the reuse of old bricks were discussed as well. There were problems
with the new bricks that were used recently. They were uneven and bowed and had to be cut to
fit. It was suggested that reducing the firing temperature might help keep them the same and
provide a similar absorption rate to the old bricks. The question of whether or not it was
necessary to use new bricks was raised. There are lots of miscellaneous bricks lying around the
site that could be incorporated. In addition, the aesthetic of the new bricks have a flat
appearance and a different texture than the old bricks.
The team summarized the final objectives and conclusions as follows:
The ground conditions and water run off below the shrines are fundamental in terms of the
potential deterioration of the shrines above.
Laterite: Understanding laterite is key to making future conservation decisions for the shrines.

A review of existing research should be conducted.

Conduct tests on a variety of laterite (old, new, cured, uncured, dry, wet) .

Understand decay mechanisms, particularly at the perimeter edge.

Understand the properties of new and old blocks.

Communicate with the quartier to determine of appropriate selection and installation of
new blocks.

Determine whether the new laterite blocks should appear new or should be softened for a
weathered appearance.

Folding wedges or jacks can be used for underpinning.

The original bonding pattern should be retained for continuity.
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Water Management:

Observations and monitoring/testing are necessary to understand the path that water
takes and the locations of ingress and egress.
Brick Walls:

Stabilization of the brick walls and delaminating skin can be achieved with containment
straps to hold the structure together during underpinning.

Outer skin of brick is peeling away-helefix anchors recommended to connect the skin to
the body of the wall.

Shear cracks caused by root systems are making the walls unstable-stabilization of the
structure is necessary prior to removal.

Crack fills should have bond and flexural strength, be permeable and able to keep plants
and debris out. Recessing the crack fills was discussed for aesthetic purposes.

After underpinning, tie rods or cables can be used to make fundamental corrections at
the corners.

The top of the walls are loose, friable and permeable to water ingress-the loose material
may be documented, numbered and dismantled. When it is rebuilt, a sloping profile
should be created to shed water.
New and Old Bricks:

There is a dramatic contrast in porosity between the new and old bricks.

Historic bricks need to be understood to select replacement bricks.

Communication with the brick maker is critical for quality control and the development of
appropriate replacement bricks.
Resin:




Need to understand what kind of resin is found between the bricks and determine if resin
produced by local trees can be used.
Study the use of resin as a water repellant.

Surface Finishes:

The fragility of the finishes in relation to salts and water will determine the brick
treatments such as the use of grouts, fills and adhesives.
Termites:

There are cultural and biological issues associated with the use of borates.

The removal of termite nests may result in the destabilization of the structure.

A study of the surrounding trees is important to understand their condition and potential
threat to the shrines due to falling branches.
Underpinning:

Vertical underpinning of the sandstone platform may be necessary to replace and reset
the laterite blocks.

The new laterite should be built out and away from the platform so structural forces can
be directed to the bedrock.

Rock anchors can be used.
Trials and Mock-Ups:

Trials and mock-ups demonstrating techniques should be undertaken for testing and to
train craftspeople.
Next Steps:

Examine and prioritize past and present mechanisms of structural and material
deterioration
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Determine the type of analysis, testing, and monitoring that may be necessary to target
the decay mechanisms identified.
o A literature review of relevant research and testing in nearby areas should be
conducted and correlations made between other sites.
o The standardization of testing techniques between other WMF sites should
be conducted.
o The testing program should be streamlined.
Discuss overlapping issues for structural and material conservation, impacts and
management
Discuss potential treatment options
Design small scale pilot projects (mock-ups) to help refine and determine final treatment
options.

Since the initial June 2010 workshop reported on the points made above, a great deal of testing,
literature review and site survey and investigation work has taken place. In February 2011 a pilot
phase implementation program was carried out under the direction of Professor Giorgio Croci.
The results of this work will be reported on in an upcoming report.
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Background to the Conservation and Restoration of Brick Shrines at
Angkor
Simon Warrack – ICCROM

Background
The monuments at Angkor are justifiably renowned for the extra-ordinary art and architecture that has
been achieved by the Ancient Khmer builders in stone, but the brick temples and shrines are also of
high artistic and historic value even though they, perhaps, lie in the shadow of their stone-built
cousins.
The earliest Khmer temples, which date from as early as the 6th Century AD, were built in brick, while
sandstone was included mainly for the decorative elements, doorways and windows. Pre- Angkorian
sites such as Sambor Pre Kuk and early temples in the area to the North of the Tonle Sap, such as
Ak Yum and Prasat Trapeang Phong and later Preah Ko, were built of tightly bonded brick and it was
only as quarrying and carving techniques developed that the temples began to be built from entirely
from stone.

Building Techniques and Materials
The objective of the early Khmer builder who was using brick was to create a very solid structure that
behaved almost as if it were a monolith and to this end they created razor thin joints which were
tightly bound together. The bricks were certainly rubbed together vigorously by the mason so as to
eliminate any irregularities and binder was added at the same time. Great care that was taken to
ensure strong adhesion between the bricks but less attention was paid to the laying of inter-related
bonds between courses. There was no use of radiating arch or vaulting (a tradition also carried
through to the stone monuments) and nearly all bricks were laid horizontally resulting in the
characteristic corbelled openings.
Once the towers were built and the bricks had been laid, the carvers would start to decorate the
structures by carving the bricks, so again the concept of treating the structure as a monolith returns
(See Fig. 1). However the carving of bricks poses inherent problems due to the removal of the fire
layer and the exposure of the weaker and more permeable core, particularly in the case of bricks that
have been fired at low temperatures. This would have meant that even a few years after construction
some of the bricks would have shown signs of decay and loss.
It is probable that the stucco at Preah Ko was applied to cover the fact that the bricks were already
falling off and thus not only to improve the decoration of the temples but also to protect them. This
can be deduced by the fact that there are traces of red paint on the original brick surface, so it is
reasonable to assume that the first phase saw the temples painted with a smooth red layer which
began to look bad when the bricks started to decay and fall off. The builders then chipped all the
surfaces and applied several layers of intricately carved stucco which of course served to beautify the
temple but also to protect the weakening brick from the elements. It is hard to date the application of
the stucco and there is still work to be done on this.
There have been some archaeological finds of ancient ceramic kilns but there is much less evidence
regarding the manufacture of ancient bricks. However, the physical parameters for the firing of clay
are constant and since there are many traditional brick kilns in use in Dam Dek about 25 kilometres to
the East of Angkor (Fig. 2) it is not unreasonable to suppose that there are similarities between these
and those used in Angkorian times in the region.
If bricks are fired at temperatures lower than 750°C oxidation does not occur and the clay is merely
dehydrated which means they are more permeable and friable. This is the case in some of the brick
temples at Angkor (such as Bat Chum and parts of Preah Ko), while others are of much better quality
which would suggest that there was not always a constant understanding of the importance of high
and constant temperatures during the firing.
There is a need for more research on the composition of Khmer bricks and more specifically on the
nature of the binders that were used by the ancient builders of the brick temples in Cambodia. It is
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clear that the bricks were bonded together with a very fine binder but there is still debate between
conservation scientists and archaeologists working in the region as to the precise composition of this
binder. While Rodolfo Lunsford Lujan working at Preah Ko between 1994 and 1996 with the Royal
Angkor Foundation concludes1 that the mortar was lime-based, more recent research at the brick
sanctuaries of My Son in Vietnam, by the Politecnico of Milan, has produced quite different results
showing a greater emphasis on organic components.
While it is, of course, quite possible that one method was used by the Khmer at Preah Ko and
another by the Chams in My Son, the scientific research in this field needs to be extended and
integrated if a true understanding of Khmer brick building is to be achieved.

Archaeological and Conservation Background
It is perhaps understandable that when early conservators and architects began working at Angkor
their primary focus was on the greater stone temples and the smaller less imposing brick shrines
were not given the same attention. It is also true that the consolidation and strengthening of a
decaying brick structure poses more complex problems than that of a sandstone structure where the
blocks are bigger and usually much stronger thus requiring, in those early years, in the eyes of those
architects and engineers, nothing more than reassembly on a strong foundation. However, the
difference between the importance that the early European conservators attached to brick shrines,
compared to their approach to stone structures, is worth noting.
A summary of work carried out in the 20th Century on brick structures in the Angkor Region is
included in Table 1.

More Recent Conservation Programmes
Other interventions that have been carried out on brick towers include the Preah Ko Project, which
was carried out by the Royal Angkor Foundation between 1994 and 1996 and was then taken over by
the German Apsara Conservation Project2 in 1997, and subsequently handed over to the APSARA
National Authority. Also the Pre Rup Project, which was carried out by IGeS3 in collaboration with the
APSARA National Authority.
These two projects faced very different issues. On the one hand, the Preah Ko Project was
concerned more with material decay and detachment of decorative elements on towers where
structural issues were not predominant, while on the other hand the work at Pre Rup was concerned
almost exclusively with structural and engineering issues and much less with materials and decorated
surfaces.
It is perhaps here that lays the key to the future of conservation of brick structures in the region. It is
also perhaps here that we find the keynote for this symposium. The coming together of conservators,
architects, archaeologists and engineers to discuss and develop working methodologies that will
generate a more integrated approach to the conservation of brick towers.

1

Royal Angkor Foundation – Brick and Stucco Conservators Final Report 1994, Appendix A, Results of
Laboratory Analysis.
2
German Apsara Conservation Project – Directed by Prof. Dr. Hans Leisen of the University of Applied Science
Cologne, funded by the Government of the Federal Republic of Germany.
3
IGeS – Ingegneria Geotecnica e Strutturale, Rome.
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Figure 1: Carved brick at Preah Ko Temple.
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!

Figure 2: A brick kiln in Dam Dek.
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History of Conservation at Phnom Bakheng
Claude Jacques, École pratique des Hautes Etudes, Paris

We move now to the year 1860, when Henri Mouhot discovered the monument: the Khmers seemed to
have abandoned in part the immense site of the former capitals; only the temple of Angkor Wat, flanked
by its two pagodas, remained really alive. On the Bakheng's esplanade, there was only one Vietnamese
pagoda, of which monks became the guardians of the Buddhapada, dug on the esplanade, in the middle
of the eastern causeway. For Mouhot, the monument was above all a viewpoint, which he praised at
length. We can moreover suppose that it was what he was brought there to see. Alas, things have
changed little, and it is sad to have to report that a monument of such value is today used as a stepping
stone!
The history of the discovery and research of Phnom Bakheng is exemplary for it shows the difficulty in
understanding an ancient monument about which we know almost nothing from the beginning. The first
obligation of those who work to highlight it should be to exalt its symbolism and aesthetics, while
admitting that it can also be used to admire a landscape, in fact less interesting than what is often
described. Mouhot shows in passing a rather bad estimation of distances, which indicates that he was
walking through the forest on winding paths, without perspective: "Two miles and a half north of AngkorWat, on the path that leads to the city, a temple was established at the summit of Mount Ba-Kheng, about
one hundred meters high." Further, he adds: "Six or seven kilometers northwest of the temple [of the
Bakheng], lay the ruins of Ongkor Thorn, (the) former capital."
Soon after, in June 1866, Angkor was visited by the expedition led by Doudart de Lagrée; on his part,
Francis Gamier, assistant to the commandant, describes thus the top of the pyramid: "At the center of the
superior terrace is a base of about 1 meter high, having 30 meters in the north and south direction, 31.50
meters east and west. It was on this base that the towers that overlook the surrounding land were
elevated. Their examination enables one to recognize that there were three towers, facing east, and that
the middle one must have been the most considerable. From the summit of these ruins, the view is
ravishing: at the feet of the spectator stretches the moving dome of the forest, whose waves and
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indefinable murmurs come up to him."
The travelers who were to follow would not bring much to these first descriptions, with the same questions
about the central temple and the same false answers. The Ecole francaise d'Extréme-Orient (EFEO) took
charge of Angkor's preservation at the beginning of 1908. A few preliminary research works on Phnom
Bakheng in 1911 are surely mentioned, but nothing of importance. Jean Commaille, the first curator,
describes the monument in good place in his Guide: "The temple of the Phnom Bak-Keng," he writes,
"was elevated on a pyramidal base comprised of five superposed terraces. Of the temple itself we can
say nothing, for it no longer exists. It disappeared for the most part in a deep cavity that can be seen by
leaning above the heap of fallen rocks and that enables one to believe that the builders had dug a vast
crypt under the sanctuary, for we must dismiss the hypothesis of a subsidence (of the ground) at a
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location where the rock is, that is to say, áfleur de peau (quite close to the ground)." In order to enjoy
the view, tourists start to climb up the hill, and that is why the EFEO had two trails—still in use today—
created in 1919 or 1920, which provide an easier ascent than did the old eastern stairway.
In the year 1920, however, one still wondered about what the Khmers had tried doing with the massive
stone blocks that covered the last terrace. Henri Parmentier notes that "the temple's pyramid, maybe with
the hill itself, underwent a movement of subsidence in the southeast corner; it caused the ruin of some of
the small pavilions that were on the steps and seems to have compromised the solidity of the central
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sanctuary built with a studied hardiness not ordinary for the Khmers." Therefore he explains that the four
doors of the central sanctuary "were closed by the construction of a huge belt of masonry that offered
outside a sort of facing and was executed with care, using sandstone blocks." He adds further: "The
whole excavation will have to be done with great caution; the establishment of this belt is not explained in
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a precise way yet, and we don't know if, as it is likely, the catastrophe that it appears to be, has happened
or is still to be feared."
The work of the Ecole francaise d'Extreme-Orient on the temple of Phnom Bakheng, led by Parmentier
and Marchal, would not really start until November 1922; it would last for the first half of the work, until
October 1925. They excavated principally the central mass and, at the same time, the small sanctuaries
constructed around the pyramid, mostly collapsed and partly hidden under a heavy heap of earth. The
task was considerable and the credits were meager. Previously, in December 1920, Parmentier had dug
an east-west passage through the central solid mass, fashioned to be able to penetrate directly in the
tower, which was accessible until then only from its top, using a ladder. It was during this excavation that
the Arab stele, previously mentioned, was discovered.
Charged with clearing the central mass of its vegetation and noting that this work would have to be done
repeatedly because of the layer of humus that had settled over the centuries, Marchal decided in 1922 to
remove the ground and the conglomeration of stone blocks which enclosed the tower "in order to avoid
the return of this uncontrolled vegetation which made it dangerous to climb over the heap of fallen rocks
to arrive at the top." It was then, and after a few months of work, realized that this considerable stone
mass actually constituted the base of a monumental statue of a sitting Buddha, unfinished.
"At the Phnom Bakheng, the excavation of the pyramid which rises at the top of the monument made it
possible to recognize a work analogous to the construction of the sleeping Buddha of the Baphuon. Here,
the Cambodians of the late period tried to raise on this formidable throne a gigantic seated Buddha. It
was never carved and undoubtedly even the mass of the torso was not built. The intention however is
recognizable with the layout in the shape of opposite lotus cushions; it [the base] draws the shape of a
large heart, which usually supports figures with crossed legs. Thus it explains the strange accumulation of
material at the multiple crampons that, in such an odd way, surrounded the central sanctuary with four
bays. Under this mass the four small corner prasats disappeared: a part of the western face of the
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northeast prasat was preserved in the mass of the legs of the Buddha." The first photographs of the
entirely excavated central sanctuary date back to April 1924. One was then able to understand that the
platform on top of the pyramid carried five towers in quincunx arrangement of which remain, apart from
the central sanctuary, only vestiges, still visible, from the northeast tower.
During this time, the excavation began of numerous smaller brick temples at the foot of the pyramid and
the smaller sandstone temples on the steps, work also considerable even if it proved less rich in
surprises. Work began again from 1929 until the end of 1931, then, more episodically, until 1935. Work
consisted of excavating the small sanctuaries surrounding the foot of the pyramid from the enormous
mass of earth that had accumulated; some of these sanctuaries gave the impression of having been
voluntarily destroyed, without its being possible to propose a date.
At the same time, one consolidated or one restored, when able, where it was necessary. It was during
this period that the work of Victor Goloubew made it possible to place the monument in history. In
association with Henri Marchal, he then made a good number of excavations and surveys in the city that
he believed surrounded the hill of the Phnom Bakheng: even if the conclusions he drew have been
revealed to be erroneous, all of this work was not useless; it brought to light numerous urban structures
belonging to the following centuries.
In 1948, Marchal, then more than seventy-two years old, returned to Angkor to replace the curator
Lagisquet; he remained the head of conservation until June 1949, before taking a definitive retirement to
Siem Reap, where he died in April 1970. Aside from various works, notably on the small sanctuaries of
the pyramid, he sought, without much success, alas, to find the stones of the corner prasat of the upper
platform—particularly on the hillsides where, in the 1920s, he had the blocks of stone from the central
mass discarded. It would undoubtedly be important to find these stones, if only to know if the five principle
temples could be restored, at least in part.
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Jean Laur had to intervene in (second part of) 1956 following the collapse of the southern wall from the
first terrace. In July 1959, he noted new damage on the first tower north of the central staircase, on the
western side of the first terrace. He then had to be content with stabilizing it before withdrawing from the
conservation.
Rocks again fell at the beginning of the 1960s: Bernard-Philippe Groslier notes that it would be necessary
to make a serious restoration, but he did not include it in an already full program. He settled with some
clearing and installation on the northern staircase in 1969, following the restoration of the temples
established at the bottom of the hill. However, it is necessary to note the large study of the monument
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made by Dumarcay, who published the plans of the temple in 1972.
To my knowledge, the first work that was made on the monument of Phnom Bakheng since the end of the
serious events of Cambodia was clearing the undergrowth, carried out around 1994 at the request of a
Japanese Buddhist congregation, under the direction of Ung Vong. Various studies were made there
since, in particular by the APSARA Authority, up until those of the World Monuments Fund, currently
underway. Important consolidation work and essential restoration has become urgent, and it is hoped that
it will soon begin. However, much research will still be necessary to understand the history of Phnom
Bakheng, which is far from having delivered all that one would want to know.
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Existing Conditions of Brick Shrines at Phnom
Bakheng
Architecture
Phnom Bakheng is one of the three temple complexes in the greater Angkor region that
are built on top of natural hills. Phnom Bakheng presents a unique example where the
rock was carved to accommodate the pyramid shape of the main sandstone temple, which
provides the structure with a solid foundation. The central temple pyramid is constructed
by sandstone blocks that are embedded into the natural rock (bedrock). Laterite is used as
fill-in material to level uneven areas in the bedrock. At the surrounding temple complex,
the bedrock was graded to a plain platform which provides the base for the brick shrines.
The brick shrines are constructed on platforms made of stacked laterite blocks that sit
directly on the bedrock. The platforms are encased in sand stone blocks. The brick
shrines are built up with several layers of sandstone blocks that form the base and floor at
the interior. The walls and vaults (false-vault, a typical architectural feature in Khmer
temples) are generally made of three rows of bricks. The brick masonry is executed with
very fine to almost no joints. The shrines are open at the east west axis by two sandstone
doors. At the north and south side there are blind doors made of sandstone. Further
sandstone elements are employed at door colonnettes, pilasters, lintels, and steps. There
are remains of colored plaster at interior walls of two brick shrines which suggests that all
interior walls were decorated with colored plaster in the original condition.

Fig. 1: Brick Shrine G34

Fig 2: Brick shrine platform showing laterite
foundation and sandstone encasement
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Fig. 3: Cross section of brick shrine with foundation
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Structural Condition
There are forty-four brick shrines at Phnom Bakheng that encircle the central sandstone
temple pyramid of which more than half (twenty-five) are fully or partially collapsed.
Six of the remaining shrines require immediate attention and only four are preserved in
structural sound condition.

Fig 4: Structural risk map

The combination of severe weather conditions with extreme heat, heavy rainfalls and
occasional storms, vegetation encroachment, and partial improper building techniques
have led to deterioration of the materials and caused destabilization of the structures. The
major threat to the structure is posed by uncontrolled water runoff of the main temple
pyramid, which has led to undermining of the surrounding brick shrines and resulted in
failure of most of their foundations. This typical decay pattern shows especially in shrines
where the encased sandstone blocks of the platforms have either fallen off or have been
removed, leaving the laterite block foundation exposed to the elements. During heavy
monsoon rains that occur from June to October every year, large volumes of water drain
from the main temple past the brick shrine platforms which leads to accelerated
deterioration of the exposed laterite blocks, and results in undermining of the shrines. As
a result of failed foundations, brick walls cracked especially near corners and along joints
where bricks are insufficiently interlocked. Consequently, wall sections and roofs
collapsed leaving walls open and exposed to rainwater that enters into the masonry and
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accelerates water induced deterioration of bricks, mortars and plasters. Open gaps give
place to uncontrolled growth of vegetation and soil deposits by termites which
additionally creates physical stress to the structures and has contributed to the damage.
Despite the sound bedrock foundation, lacking of a well performing drainage system at
Phnom Bakheng has ultimately led to considerable loss of brick shrine structures over
time.

Fig 5: G10 bird-eyes view

Fig 6: G10 typical crack at corner where interlocking
is missing

Fig 7: G5 Crack in brick with tree
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Materials Condition
The brick shrines were constructed under employment of three material types:
!

!

!

Laterite, which is a red residual soil formed by the leaching of silica and by
enrichment with aluminum and iron oxides, used especially in humid climates. In
Angkor temples laterite is commonly used for foundations and enclosure walls. At
the brick shrines at Phnom Bakheng laterite blocks are used for foundations of
platforms that sit directly on top of the natural rock. The average size of one
laterite block is 64cm x 36cm x 24cm.
Sandstone from local quarries of different varieties with high content of clay
minerals. In brick shrines, sandstone is typically used for the base, interior floors,
doors, lintels, and steps. In addition, sandstone blocks are used for encasement of
laterite foundations. The average size of one sandstone block is 69cm x 39cm x
24cm.
Bricks are used for walls and vaults. Units vary in size. The average size of one
brick is 11-17cm x ~ 4.5cm x ~ 26cm.

The materials used at the brick shrines are in different state of preservation.
Where laterite is exposed to the elements it is heavily deteriorated and has lost its bearing
capacity as supportive foundation material. In locations where laterite is covered by
sandstone it is well preserved and structurally intact.

Fig 8: G10 SW corner - deteriorated laterite

Fig 9: G10 NE corner – freestanding sandstone door

In comparison to laterite and brick, most of the sandstone elements are well preserved
based on its greater resistance to physical stress and water induced deterioration. As a
result there are examples where sandstone elements are preserved whereas the rest of the
shrine has collapsed. Decay in sandstone concentrates at the base and in upper areas of
doorframes and adjacent pilasters. Weathering in these locations has led to exfoliation
and scaling and in some areas resulted in loss of material. The occurrence of salt crusts
near weathered areas suggests salt-water induced deterioration processes. There is little
microbiological deposit and some lichens, especially in protected and horizontal areas
where water can accumulate.
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Fig 10: Deteriorated sandstone
at base of door

Fig 11: Lichens on sandstone at doorframe

The majority of bricks are in moderate to good condition. In locations where structural
damage occurred, bricks are heavily damaged and have lost their structural bearing
capacity, which has often led to loss of larger sections of walls and roofs. In addition,
there is crumbling disintegration and exfoliation on surfaces that are exposed to heavy
weathering, for example on superimposed architectural features like cornices. The
surfaces of straight walls are generally in good condition. Microbiological growth is
located where water accumulates and mainly occurs in a black biofilm.

Fig 12: Deterioration in brick

Fig 13: Structural damage in brick Fig 14: Detail of structural damage

More information about materials conditions, and forms and extent of decay can be found
in the mapping and glossary.
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Existing Condition of brick shrine G5 and G10
Shrines G5 and G10 were chosen to be the focus of this workshop because they combine
structural and material conservation problems. Both shrines are exemplary for existing
conditions of brick shrines at Phnom Bakheng.
Brick Shrine G5

Fig 15: G5 - elevations

Brick shrine G5 is located within a soil ramp that was kept by the EFEO during their
restoration and excavation campaign in 1911-1929, most likely to ease material transport
to the upper terraces of the main temple. This accumulation of debris and soil has acted
as an additional support for the foundation of the brick shrine and left it in structurally
decent condition. In addition, several concrete columns were installed by EFEO during
their restoration campaign at the southwest and southeast corners, which aided to
preserve G5 in relatively sound structural condition.
The majority of the brick walls above the doorway height are missing and the remaining
walls are in bad condition. The north wall is relatively intact and contains the largest
amount of remaining bricks. It carries some of the few remaining colored plaster at
interior walls of brick shrines in Phnom Bakheng. The plaster is in decent condition with
partial loss due to vegetation growth and deteriorating brickwork, and is subject to
microbiological growth. On top of this wall sits a large mass of structurally unstable
brickwork that is in danger of collapse, hence poses a threat to the intact wall with plaster
remains underneath.
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Fig 16: G4 and G5 - bird eyes view

Fig 17: G5 - SW corner

There are vertical cracks that run through the entire height of the remaining walls at each
elevation and upper corners are missing, which leaves walls yawn open. Gaps give space
to vegetation and accumulation of soil, as there is a tree root in the north elevation.
With the removal of the soil ramp which is part of the conservation efforts of the central
temple pyramid, supporting soil is currently being removed which poses new challenges
to the structural consolidation of the brick shrine. The removal also changes the
microclimate bricks were exposed to during past decades, which must be considered in
regards to material conservation.

Fig 18: G5 – North wall with colored plaster

Fig 19: G5 - Concrete columns installed by EFEO
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Brick Shrine G10

P

Fig 20: G10 - elevations

The majority of sandstone platform encasement of brick shrine G10 is missing, which has
left the laterite blocks exposed to the elements. As a result the laterite foundation has
deteriorated to the point that sandstone blocks of the base of the shrine are undermined
and destabilized. Several units have dislodged leaving the corners in danger of collapse.
The southwest corner is in very bad condition and remaining sandstone blocks are
currently being held in place by a pipe scaffolding shoring and wooden props. At the
northeast corner, several sandstone blocks fell out of place during a large rain storm in
2009. These blocks were replaced and are currently shored with wood supports.

Fig 21: G10 - deteriorated laterite foundation

Fig 22: Cracks in brick at G10

The southeast corner of G10 was excavated during the beginning of 2010 to confirm that
the laterite foundation is sitting directly on the bedrock. The excavation confirmed that
the laterite, while deteriorated at the exposed surfaces, is in relatively good condition and
does sit directly on the bedrock.
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Fig 23: excavated laterite foundation sitting directly on bedrock

The entire brick wall at the east elevation has collapsed, as has half of the north and parts
of the south, leaving the sandstone door almost free standing. Remains of walls show
vertical cracks and are cut open, which allows water to enter into the masonry and
promotes deterioration.
In order to address stated issues in the short term, structural shoring has been installed
and temporarily roofs have been set up at both shrines.
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Glossary
The glossary shall serve to give examples and to provide definitions for each category of
the classification system used for the condition survey. Here specified categories
interrelate to the key used in the mappings.
Four subcategories were indentified:
Materials – includes materials that are to be found at the brick shrines
Decay – includes forms of decay of the different materials
Deposits – includes all superficial deposits on bricks and sandstone elements as well as
vegetation
Structural damage – includes all forms of decay that pose a risk to the structural
condition of the shrines

Materials
Brick

All walls made of brick, each wall consists of 3
units of varying size
Length: 11-17 cm
Height: ~ 4,5 cm
Depth: ~ 26 cm
Photo:
G5, North wall, exterior

Laterite

A red residual soil formed by the
leaching of silica and by enrichment with
aluminum and iron oxides, especially in
humid climates. Used for foundations of
platforms that sit directly on top of the natural
rock.
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Glossary
Sandstone

Used for platforms, stairs, doorframes, lintel,
doors, and columns

Photo:
G10, South side, exterior

Sandstone

Photo:
G5, North, doorframe, exterior

Colored plaster

Applied at interior walls

Photo:
G5, North wall, interior

Concrete (previous intervention)

Reinforcements that origin from restoration
intervention by EFEO (Ecole Francaise
d’Extreme Orient) in 1911 to 1929.

Photo:
G5, South West corner, exterior
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Glossary

Decay
Brick - Decay
a) Brick deterioration
b) Loss of brick material
c) Loss of brick material due to insect colonization

a) Brick deterioration includes exfoliation

b) Loss of brick material

Photo: G10, West wall, exterior

Photo: G10, North wall, exterior

b) Loss of brick material

due to vandalism or later renovations

c) Loss of brick material due to insect
colonization

Photo: G10, South wall, interior

Photo: G5, North wall, interior

due to heavy deterioration and structural
failure

left, and crumbly disintegration right
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Glossary
Sandstone - Decay
d) Sandstone deterioration:
Exfoliation
Scale
e) Loss of sandstone material

d) Exfoliation of sandstone.

d) Scale of sandstone

Photo: G10, doorframe, East,
exterior

Photo: G5, doorstep, East,
exterior

Laterite - Decay
f) Laterite deterioration

f) Laterite deterioration
Photo: G10, South
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e) loss of material due to
heavy deterioration
Photo: G10, doorframe,
North, exterior

Glossary

Deposits

Biofilm microbiological growth including
algae, bacteria, and lichens

Biofilm microbiological growth including algae,
bacteria, and lichens

Photo: G10, East wall, exterior

Photo: G10, North wall, exterior

Lichens on sandstone

Macrobiology (includes all plants and mosses)

Photo: G10, West doorframe, interior

Photo: G10, North wall, interior
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Glossary

Soil deposit due to termite colonization inside
crack

Soil deposit due to termite colonization on
sandstone

Photo: G10, SW corner, interior

Photo: G10, East, doorframe, lintel

Salt crust on brick

Salt crust on sandstone

Photo: G5, North wall, interior

Photo: G10, East, lintel
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Glossary

Structural damage

Unstable area in danger of
collapse

Gap

Crack

Photo: G10, NE wall/corner,
interior

Photo: G5, North East, interior

Photo: G10, East wall, exterior
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1

INTRODUCTION

Integrated Conservation Resources, Inc. (ICR) conducted and coordinated several analyses on brick,
mortar, and stucco samples from Brick Shrine G4 at Phnom Bakheng, Angkor, Cambodia. These
samples were taken for the purposes of providing limited relevant data for the workshop.
Additional testing may be required. This report presents the methodologies and findings of the
analyses as outlined in the table below.
Brick

Mortar

Stucco

Reflected Light Microscopy

Reflected Light Microscopy

Reflected Light Microscopy

Absorption by Immersion

Fourier Transform Infrared Spectroscopy

Fourier Transform Infrared Spectroscopy

X-Ray Diffraction

X-Ray Diffraction

X-Ray Diffraction

Petrography

Microchemistry

Microchemistry

Compressive Strength

Gas Chromatography-Mass Spectrometry
(pending)

2

BRICK

The brick is buff-colored, low-fired and approximately 10” by 6” by 2 ¼” (25.4 cm by 15.2 cm by 5.7
cm) in size. Samples of the brick were analyzed by reflected light microscopy, water absorption by
immersion (and indirect porosity), x-ray diffraction, petrography, and compressive strength testing
for limited characterization. The findings are presented below.

Figure 1
View of brick in plan.
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Figure 2
Partial side view of brick.

2.1

REFLECTED LIGHT MICROSCOPY

2.1.1

METHODOLOGY

Freshly broken fragments of the bricks were viewed under a variable magnification, stereobinocular microscope with a fiber optic light source (3200 Kelvin, with daylight blue filters). The
samples were viewed for general characterization (color, texture, pore structure, granular
components) of the material. The sample was also matched to a color standard of the Munsell Soil
Color Chart. The Munsell System of Color Notation identifies color in terms of three attributes: hue,
value, and chroma; color standards are opaque pigmented films on cast-coated paper, mounted on
charts for each hue.
2.1.2

FINDINGS

The brick is typically two-tone in overall color, matching Munsell 7.5 YR 7/3 (pink) and 5YR 7/4
(pink). Its aggregate consists of sub-angular and angular grains that are clear, rose, peach, and
brown in color. There are iron red inclusions also found throughout the brick. The buff-colored
matrix surrounds every aggregate grain and the brick is porous.
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Sand

Binder

Pore

Figure 3
Brick as viewed by reflected light microscope.

Figure 4
Example of iron red particles seen throughout brick.

2.2

ABSORPTION AND POROSITY

2.2.1

METHODOLOGY

In order to test the absorption rate of water by immersion, a modification of ASTM C67: Standard
Test Methods for Sampling and Testing Brick and Structural Clay Tile was used. The brick
specimens were irregular in shape due to the size and fragility of the brick and ranged in size from 1”
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x 2” x 2“ (2.5cm x 5cm x 5cm) to 2” x 3” x 2” (5cm x 7.5cm x 5cm). A total of seven specimens were
tested and each specimen had both top and bottom bedding faces intact.

Figure 5
Brick specimens used for absorption and porosity tests.

The specimens were dried in an oven at 230° F (110°C) for several days until two successive
weighings at intervals of 2 hours showed an increment of loss not greater than 0.2% of the
previously determined specimen weight. The specimens were then cooled in the laboratory (7275°F/22-24°C and 35% RH) until the brick surface temperature was within 5°F (2.8°C) of the room
temperature. The specimens were weighed after cooling and submerged in de-ionized water for 24
hours. The test assemblies into which the specimens were placed contained glass beads so the
greatest possible amount of surface area of the brick made contact with water.
After the 24-hour immersion, the specimens were removed from the water, excess water was
blotted from the surface of each, and then the specimens were weighed.
Immediately after the 24-hour immersion test was complete, the wet specimens were placed in
beakers in boiling water for 5 hours. They were allowed to cool to room temperature and weighed
again.
Following the 5-hour boil, select wet specimens were placed in a graduated beaker with a known
volume of water and the displaced water volume was measured. Due to equipment limitations, only
three specimens were measured for volume.
2.2.2

FINDINGS

Only slight variation in the percentage of water that the seven specimens were able to absorb
within a 24-hour period was observed. The 5-hour boil (after the 24-hour water immersion) pushes
additional water into pores within the specimens so that they reach nearly maximum absorption.
The average percent absorption after boiling was 12.51%.
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Comparing the two absorption values, the saturation coefficient for the specimens can be
calculated. The saturation coefficient is typically used as an indicator of the durability of the brick.
The saturation coefficient for all seven specimens showed very little variation, with an average of
0.68. The tested specimens fall within the parameters for Grade SW (for severe weathering) brick.
Following ASTM C216: Standard Specification for Facing Brick, this grading applies to brick that has
a maximum absorption of 20.00% or less and a maximum saturation coefficient of 0.80 or less for
each individual test brick.
5-hour
Boiling
Water
Absorption
(%)

Saturation
Coefficient

Dry Weight
(g)

After 24
hours (g)

After 5 hour
boil (g)

24-hour
Cold Water
Absorption
(%)

PBB- 01

157.039

170.330

176.568

8.46

12.44

0.68

PBB- 02

141.798

153.394

159.338

8.18

12.37

0.66

PBB- 03

105.253

113.472

118.004

7.81

12.11

0.64

PBB- 04

30.965

33.392

34.731

7.84

12.16

0.64

PBB- 05

84.044

91.627

94.733

9.02

12.72

0.71

PBB- 06

47.187

51.247

53.195

8.60

12.73

0.68

PBB- 07

46.208

50.486

52.219

9.26

13.01

0.71

8.45

12.51

0.68

Sample No.

Average

Once the specimens have cooled to room temperature, weighing them while they are still nearly
saturated provides the mass of water filing the pores within the specimens. Dividing this mass by
the density of water at room temperature (approximately 0.997 g/cm3) provides an estimate of the
pore volume within each specimen. The apparent volume of the specimens can be determined by
measuring water displacement. Using this volume value, porosity for the three select specimens
was calculated. The average percent porosity for these specimens was 24.99%.

Sample No.

Dry Weight
(g)

After 5 hour
boil (g)

Water
Volume
3
(cm )

Apparent
Specimen
Volume
3
(cm )

% Porosity

PBB- 04

30.965

34.731

3.755

15

25.03

PBB- 06

47.187

53.195

5.990

24

24.96

PBB- 07

46.208

52.219

5.993

24

24.97

Average

24.99

The values recorded for water absorption and porosity are similar to those reported for low-fired
common brick of the 18th and 19th centuries. The saturation coefficient numbers suggest good
resistance to salt crystallization phenomena.
2.3

X-RAY DIFFRACTION

2.3.1

METHODOLOGY

X-ray diffraction (XRD) is an analysis tool that provides identification of crystalline materials. Since
wavelengths of x-rays are of the same order as the distances between atoms in crystalline
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materials, the latter can act as diffraction gratings. X-rays are directed at the sample while a
detector picks up the diffracted x-rays. A diffraction pattern results that is characteristic of each
crystalline substance in the sample. This pattern is then compared to reference standards.
2.3.2

FINDINGS

X-ray diffraction analysis indicates quartz is the dominant component of the brick. No other phases
were in high enough concentration for a positive identification, but ferripyrophyllite and possible
illite clay both have peaks that match some of the very small peaks in the spectra. No hematite or
other iron oxides were detected in the pattern despite being present as seen through microscopy
and petrography. No evidence of salts (gypsum, halite) were found. The complete report can be
found in Appendix A, submitted by James B. Murowchick, Ph.D. with the University of Missouri –
Kansas City.
2.4

PETROGRAPHY

2.4.1

METHODOLOGY

Samples were submitted to a petrographer for optical mineralogy investigation. Samples were
prepared by vacuum impregnation with clear epoxy, followed by slicing a thin section
approximately 30 microns thick. These thin sections were then polished and mounted on a slide for
observation under incident light and a polarizing microscope in transmitted light at magnifications
from 40x to 400x. A synopsis is provided below; for the complete report refer to Appendix A
submitted by James B. Murowchick, Ph.D. with the University of Missouri – Kansas City.
2.4.2

FINDINGS

Petrographic examination revealed that the brick contains abundant silt to sand-sized quartz grains
in a fine-grained ferrigenous matrix. The quartz grains range in size from 0.1 to 2 mm. A few grains
of chert were found in addition to the quartz. Pores were rounded and 0.4 to 0.7 mm across and are
evenly spread throughout the brick. A dark red spot of fine-grained hematite was seen in the thin
section and no evidence of salts were found in the matrix or pores.
2.5

COMPRESSIVE STRENGTH

2.5.1

METHODOLOGY

In order to test the compressive strength of the brick, a modification of ASTM C67: Standard Test
Methods for Sampling and Testing Brick and Structural Clay Tile was used. Due to some cracking
and fragility in the bricks, a consistent and exact sample size for testing was not possible. Sample
dimensions are provided in the table below, with area and strength. The instrument used for testing
was an Instron 5567 Mechanical Analyzer with a strain rate of 0.01 mm/sec all in a compression
mode. Testing was conducted by the Metropolitan Museum of Art.
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2.5.2

FINDINGS

The following table presents the results from compressive strength testing.
Brick Sample

Sample Size
inches (cm)
4.5 x 4 x 2 ¼

Area
in 2 (cm2)
13.66

Compressive Strength psi
(MPa)
552

(11.43 x 10.16 x 5.72)

(88.11)

(3.81)

4.5 x 4 x 2 ¼

13.09

711

(11.43 x 10.16 x 5.72)

(84.43)

(4.90)

4 x 3.5 x 2 ¼

10.32

798

(10.16 x 8.89 x 5.72)

(66.56)

(5.50)

4x3x2¼

8.18

909

(10.16 x 7.62 x 5.72)

(52.76)

(6.27)

5.5 x 4.5 x 2 ¼

18.78

683

( 13.97 x 11.43 x 5.72)

(121.13)

(4.71)

1

2

3

4

5
Average

731 (5.04)

While the compressive strengths are low compared to modern brick, they are sufficient. For each
meter in height there is a compressive strength needed at the base of 0.0226 MPa/m. If it is
assumed that there is an uneven distribution of the load, a conservative safety factor of 10 can be
can be applied, which increases the compressive strength needed to 0.226 MPa/m. Given that a
typical maximum height of the brick shrine walls is about 10 meters, the required minimum
compressive strength, with the safety factor, is 2.262 MPa/m (328 psi). This is well below the
crushing strength values recorded in the tests.

3

MORTAR

The mortar extant on the two bricks submitted for testing is irregular in thickness, though generally
1/16” (0.16 cm). Its appearance is similar to the brick in color and texture. The mortar was analyzed
by reflected light microscopy, Fourier transform infrared spectroscopy, x-ray diffraction, and
microchemistry testing.
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Figure 6
Mortar samples from between the bricks.

3.1

REFLECTED LIGHT MICROSCOPY

3.1.1

METHODOLOGY

Freshly broken fragments of the extracted mortar samples from the interior of the joint were
viewed under a variable magnification, stereo-binocular microscope with a fiber optic light source
(3200 Kelvin, with daylight blue filters). The samples were viewed for general characterization
(color, texture, granular components) of the material. The sample was also matched to a color
standard of the Munsell Soil Color Chart. The Munsell System of Color Notation identifies color in
terms of three attributes: hue, value, and chroma; color standards are opaque pigmented films on
cast-coated paper, mounted on charts for each hue.
3.1.2

FINDINGS

The mortar is typically buff in color, matching Munsell 7.5 YR 7/3 (pink). Its aggregate consists of
sub-rounded, sub-angular and angular grains that are clear, rose, peach, and brown in color. The
buff-colored matrix covers every aggregate grain evenly.
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Sand

Binder

Figure 7
Mortar as viewed by reflected light microscope.

3.2

FOURIER TRANSFORM INFRARED SPECTROSCOPY

3.2.1

METHODOLOGY

FTIR spectroscopy is a tool to characterize organic and inorganic molecules. An infrared beam is
directed at the sample and the sample’s response is monitored. The energy is transmitted through,
reflected off, or absorbed by constituent compounds at a rate that is characteristic of each
compound. The frequencies are recorded, measured, and translated into a spectrum that represents
particular molecular transmissions, reflections or absorptions, which are unique to each compound.
The analysis thus creates a molecular fingerprint of the sample which is then compared to that of a
known standard.
The sample was sent to an independent laboratory, Orion Analytical LLC, for analysis (see report
and spectra in Appendix B). Analysis was directed at identifying organic compounds, which might
suggest some technique or material used in construction. The sample submitted was from the
interior of the joint - not from the joint surface (the bricks submitted to ICR’s laboratory were not
adhered to one another and did not reveal a pointing joint surface at the face of the brick).
3.2.2

FINDINGS

The resulting spectra for the mortar indicated the presence of silica, including quartz. There was no
indication of the presence of hydrocarbons. However, a detectable amount of material is necessary
in order for the instrument to read the molecular fingerprint. Additionally, the principal materials
detected can interfere with the readings of less detectable compounds such as the organics.
Further testing is currently being pursued by gas chromatography-mass spectrometry (GCMS).
GCMS has a lower threshold for detecting compounds within a material.
The findings suggest no typical binder, such as lime (there was no detection of calcite), was used
for pointing or bedding the bricks. However, it is possible that the binder has eroded and washed
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away. It is also possible that no mortar was used, but that the bricks were rubbed together during
construction resulting in the present appearance of a joint material. This is corroborated by the
remarkable similarity of the mortar to the brick by gross visual assessment and reflected light
microscopy. Further testing is required.
3.3

X-RAY DIFFRACTION

3.3.1

METHODOLOGY

X-ray diffraction (XRD) is an analysis tool that provides identification of crystalline materials. Since
wavelengths of x-rays are of the same order as the distances between atoms in crystalline
materials, the latter can act as diffraction gratings. X-rays are directed at the sample while a
detector picks up the diffracted x-rays. A diffraction pattern results that is characteristic of each
crystalline substance in the sample. This pattern is then compared to reference standards.
3.3.2

FINDINGS

The spectra that resulted from the x-ray diffraction analysis matched that of quartz. The spectra
can be seen in Appendix C of this report.
3.4

MICROCHEMISTRY

3.4.1

METHODOLOGY

Samples were tested for water solubility, carbonates, calcium and sulfates using ion specific
quantitative test strips and micro-chemical spot testing.
Semi-Quantitative Strip Tests
Calcium and sulfate ions were tested with semi-quantitative strips. A set amount of each sample
was powdered, mixed with a set amount of de-ionized water, and stirred for one minute. The test
strips were dipped into the sample solution. The concentration of the specific ion causes the
reaction zones on the test strip to change color. The test strips were compared to the color chart in
the product literature and any color change, indicating the presence of the specific ion, and
corresponding concentration was noted.
Micro-Chemical Spot Testing
Testing for solubility in water and the presence of carbonates was completed using chemical spot
tests.
A sample was tested for solubility in water by using de-ionized water, which was added to the
samples. It was then monitored over a two minute period to determine if all or a portion of the
sample was dissolved by water.
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The sample was also tested for the presence of the carbonate ion using several drops of 3M
hydrochloric acid, which was added to the sample. It was monitored for the evolution of bubbles, a
positive indication of the carbonate ion.
3.4.2

FINDINGS

The ion analysis for the mortar resulted in no indication of solubility in water and no presence of
carbonates. Semi-quantitative strip tests showed no calcium or sulfate ions present in the mortar.

4

STUCCO

The stucco was taken from the north interior wall of Brick Shrine G5. It is irregular in thickness with
a pitted, rough surface that is deep maroon in color. The stucco was analyzed by reflected light
microscopy, Fourier transform infrared spectroscopy, x-ray diffraction, and microchemistry testing.
4.1

REFLECTED LIGHT MICROSCOPY

4.1.1

METHODOLOGY

Freshly broken fragments of the submitted stucco samples were viewed under a variable
magnification, stereo-binocular microscope with a fiber optic light source (3200 Kelvin, with
daylight blue filters). The samples were viewed for general characterization (color, texture, granular
components) of the material. The sample was also matched to a color standard of the Munsell Soil
Color Chart. The Munsell System of Color Notation identifies color in terms of three attributes: hue,
value, and chroma; color standards are opaque pigmented films on cast-coated paper, mounted on
charts for each hue. Select samples were mounted in clear resin and polished for better viewing in
cross-section.
4.1.2

FINDINGS

The overall surface color of the stucco matches Munsell 5YR 4/4 “reddish brown”. In general, the
stucco samples in cross-section exhibited three distinct layers. The typical stratigraphy of the
stucco samples submitted for testing includes a cream-colored layer (layer 1); this was followed by
a red-orange layer (layer 2), and finally a very thin whitish, semi-opaque layer (layer 3). The cream
and red-orange layers feature visible aggregate. The red-orange layer provides the reddish color
that is clearly visible in plan, the color coming from both the aggregate within the layer and from
the matrix of the layer itself. The whitish layer 3 may be a coating or deposit. Preliminary solubility
tests showed that it did not appear to be soluble in either water or hydrochloric acid. There was one
sample that contained a bright green layer (layer 4 in Figure 8) over the semi-opaque layer.
Advanced analysis did not identify anything that might suggest the components of this layer.
It is known that laterite, which contains iron oxides, is found in the soil in the surrounding area, and
may possibly have been added to the stucco as a pigment, thus contributing to the color of the redorange layer (layer 2).
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Layer 4
Layer 3

Layer 2

Layer 1

Figure 8
Cross-section of stucco under reflected light microscope.

Layer 2

Layer 3

Figure 9
Exposed surface of stucco, note semi-opaque layer 3 over red-orange layer 2.

4.2

FOURIER TRANSFORM INFRARED SPECTROSCOPY

4.2.1

METHODOLOGY

FTIR spectroscopy is a tool to characterize organic and inorganic molecules. An infrared beam is
directed at the sample and the sample’s response is monitored. The energy is transmitted through,
reflected off, or absorbed by constituent compounds at a rate that is characteristic of each
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compound. The frequencies are recorded, measured, and translated into a spectrum that represents
particular molecular transmissions, reflections or absorptions, which are unique to each compound.
The analysis thus creates a molecular fingerprint of the sample, which is then compared to that of a
known standard.
The sample was sent to an independent laboratory, Orion Analytical LLC, for analysis (see complete
report in Appendix B). Analysis was directed at identifying organic compounds, which might
suggest the use of a coating remaining from previous treatment interventions.
4.2.2

FINDINGS

The resulting spectra for the stucco indicated the presence of clay and silica, including quartz. There
was no indication of the presence of hydrocarbons. However, a detectable amount of material is
necessary in order for the instrument to read the molecular fingerprint. Additionally, the principal
materials detected can interfere with the readings of less detectable compounds such as the
organics.
4.3

X-R AY DIFFRACTION

4.3.1

METHODOLOGY

X-ray diffraction (XRD) is an analysis tool that provides identification of crystalline materials. Since
wavelengths of x-rays are of the same order as the distances between atoms in crystalline
materials, the latter can act as diffraction gratings. X-rays are directed at the sample while a
detector picks up the diffracted x-rays. A diffraction pattern results that is characteristic of each
crystalline substance in the sample. This pattern is then compared to reference standards.
4.3.2

FINDINGS

The spectra that resulted from the x-ray diffraction analysis matched that of quartz. The spectra
can be seen in Appendix D of this report.
4.4

MICROCHEMISTRY

4.4.1

METHODOLOGY

Samples were tested for water solubility, carbonates, calcium, sulfates and iron using ion specific
quantitative test strips and micro-chemical spot testing.
Semi-Quantitative Strip Tests
Calcium and sulfate ions were tested with semi-quantitative strips. A set amount of each sample
was powdered, mixed with a set amount of de-ionized water, and stirred for one minute. The test
strips were dipped into the sample solution. The concentration of the specific ion causes the
reaction zones on the test strip to change color. The test strips were compared to the color chart in
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the product literature and any color change, indicating the presence of the specific ion, and
corresponding concentration was noted.
Micro-Chemical Spot Testing
Testing for solubility in water and the presence of carbonates and iron was completed using
chemical spot tests.
A sample was tested for solubility in water by using de-ionized water, which was added to the
sample. It was then monitored over a two minute period to determine if all or a portion of the
sample was dissolved by water.
Testing for the presence of the carbonate ion used several drops of 3M hydrochloric acid, which
were added to the samples. Samples were monitored for the evolution of bubbles, a positive
indication of the carbonate ion.
A sample was also tested for iron (III) ions by micro-chemical spot test. Iron (III) ions will dissolve in
hydrochloric acid and after drying on an oven will react with potassium ferrocyanide to form ferric
ferrocyanide, a bright blue complex (Prussian blue).
4.4.2

FINDINGS

The ion analysis for the stucco resulted in no indication of solubility in water and no presence of
carbonates. There was a positive result for the iron (III) ion spot test. Semi-quantitative strip tests
showed 0-10 mg/L of calcium and no sulfate ions present in the stucco.
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Petrographic examination of Cambodian fired brick sample
A sample of red fired brick was provided for petrographic examination. The sample is
brick red, has a dull luster, and is moderately lightweight, fairly soft, and porous.
X ray diffraction analysis of the sample (Figure 1) indicates quartz id the dominant
component of the brick. No other phases were present in a high enough concentration to
permit positive identification, but ferripyrophyllite (Fe2Si4O10(OH)2) and possibly illite clay
both have peaks that match some of the very small peaks in the pattern. Surprisingly, no
peaks for hematite (Fe2O3) or other red iron oxides/oxyhydroxides were detected in the
pattern. No evidence of salts (gypsum, halite) was found by X ray diffraction.

Fig. 1: X ray diffractogram of fired brick. Quartz is the dominant phase present, though the
very small peaks near 10° may be due to clay minerals. The broad hump from 7-15° is
produced by the mounting plate, not the sample.
Petrographic examination revealed that the brick contains abundant silt to sand-sized
quartz grains held in a very fine-grained, ferrigenous matrix (Figures 2 to 6). The quartz
grains range in size from 0.1 to 2 mm. Nearly all the grains are moncrystalline quartz grains,
though a few grains of chert were found. Rounded pores 0.4-0.7 mm across are evenly spread
throughout the brick. A dark red spot (2.5 x. 3 mm) of very fine-grained hematite was
exposed in the thin section (Figures 2 and 7). No evidence of salts was found, either in the
matrix or in the pores.
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Fig. 2: Thin section of fired brick. The large red hematitic clot is about 2.5mm x 3 mm, with
numerous small red-orange pigmented spots throughout the sample in an otherwise tan matrix.
Quartz grains and pores are dark gray. The sample is 28 mm wide. Incident light.

Fig. 3: Thin section, fired brick. Angular to subangular grains of quartz in ferrigenous
matrix. Left, plane polarized transmitted light, right, crossed polarizers. Field of view=1.6 x
1.2mm.
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Fig. 4 Thin section, fired brick. Monocrystalline quartz grains, some containing hematite.
Large grain at top is a chert grain. Tiny pigment grains are visible in the matrix. Left, plane
polarized transmitted light, right, crossed polarizers. Field of view = 0.42 x 0.32mm.

Fig. 5. Thin section, fired brick. Angular to subangular quartz grains with varying amounts of
hematitic pigmentation. Left, plane polarized transmitted light, right, crossed polarizers. Field
of view = 0.42 x 0.32mm.
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Fig. 6. Thin section, fired brick. Weathered surface of brick at right side of image. . Left,
plane polarized transmitted light, right, crossed polarizers. Field of view = 0.42 x 0.32mm.

Fig. 7. Thin section, fired brick. Incident light view of brick. (Left) weathered surface is to
the right. Quartz grains are gray, matrix is tan, and scattered small clots of hematitic pigment
are orange. Field of view = 0.42 x 0.32mm. (Right) Incident light view of hematitic pigment
clot (see Fig. 2). Field of view = 3.17 x 2.38mm.
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Submitted by
James B. Murowchick, Ph.D.
Consulting Mineralogist
Lenexa, KS
April 1, 2010
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Orion

A Materials Analysis and Consulting Firm

ANALYTICAL, LLC

Post Office Box 550, Williamstown, MA 01267 USA (413)458-0233

Fax (413)458-0234

info@orionanalytical.com

www.orionanalytical.com

March 31, 2010

Ms. Amanda Trienens
ICR
41 East 11th Street, #310
New York, NY 10003
Via: Email as a PDF attachment to atrienens@icr-icc.com
Re: Orion Project No. 1606
Dear Amanda,
Thank you for asking Orion to assist your study of pigmented stucco from a brick façade and mortar
from brick joints.
As per your request, Orion collected FTIR spectra (attached) of the matrix of each sample. The
spectra did not reveal carbon-hydrogen stretching vibrations to indicate the presence of a detectable
amount of organic material, or organic materials present in amounts that are detectable in the
presence of the principal detectable components of each sample. The stucco spectrum showed
features consistent with clay and silica, including quartz. The mortar spectrum showed features
consistent with silica, including quartz.
It has been a pleasure to assist you. Please do not hesitate to contact Orion if you have questions
about this report or would like further analyses of the samples.
Very truly yours,

Orion Analytical, LLC
By James Martin, Principal
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Results on the analyses of three samples from Phnom Bakheng

Inorganic (XRD): Giacomo Chiari
Organic materials (GC/MS): Joy Mazurek

May 15, 2010
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All three samples are composed of pure Quartz.
The plot below shows the X‐Ray diffraction analysis of all three samples identified as “mortar”.
One can easily see that the three patterns are identical and that only Quartz is present,
identified by the blue lines with a square.
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Phnom_Bakheng_01_mortar - File: Phnom_Bakheng_01_
Operations: Smooth 0.100 | Import
Phnom_Bakheng_02 - File: Phnom_Bakheng_02-ka.RAW
Operations: Y Scale Add 167 | Displacement -0.250 | Smo
Phnom_Bakheng_03 - File: Phnom_Bakheng_03-ka.RAW

Operations: Y Scale Add 83 | Smooth 0.100 | Import
33-1161 (D) - Quartz, syn - SiO2

Beside the X‐ray diffraction other investigations were carried out, namely infrared spectroscopy
(FTIR) and Gas chromatography mass spectrometry (GC/MS).

The results are shown below.

Phnom Bakheng Mortar Analyses
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THE GETTY
__________________
CONSERVATION
INSTITUTE

SCIENTIFIC LABORATORY: BINDING MEDIA ANALYSIS

May 11, 2010
Sample Description:

Phnom Bakheng Mortar Samples

Analysis by:

Joy Mazurek, Assistant Scientist

Introduction and Discussion

Three red plaster samples from Phnom Bakheng, Cambodia were analyzed for organic
components. They were tested by gas chromatography with mass spectrometry (GC-MS)2 and it was
found that they do not contain waxes, fats, natural resins, or drying oils. However, the samples do contain
very low amounts of carbohydrates or sugars (0.02% by weight) and the data is shown in table 1.
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Table 1. Carbohydrate analysis or red mortar samples from Phnom Bakheng. Reported in
milligrams/Liter or parts per million.
PBM01

PBM02

PBM03

Rhamnose

10

3

4

Fucose

5

2

2

Ribose

1

0

1

Arabinose

10

7

6

Xylose

10

6

7

Mannose

15

8

9

Fructose

2

1

1

Glucose

32

16

18

Galactose

19

13

11

0.02

0.02

0.02

Sugar

Total% sugars

The samples were also analyzed by FTIR in order to better understand the possible inorganic and
organic components. The samples were put into vials, water was added, and it was heated to 60 ℃ for
one hour. The solution was decanted and allowed to dry on glass slides. This extracted material was
then analyzed by FTIR. The extracted material was found to contain quartz silica (1000 cm‐1) and 2
peaks around 1400‐1500 cm‐1 that most closely resembles a polysaccharide (Spectra 1).
Conclusions:
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Carbohydrates are ubiquitous in nature and contamination by micro‐organisms and plants
complicate the identification of plant gums in outdoor environments. In order to obtain more conclusive
results, additional samples need to be tested from the surrounding site, for example areas were the brick
does not contain mortar and organic material was not likely to be added. When analyzing for sugars and
polysaccharides it is necessary to establish background or environmental levels of sugars.
Spectra 1. FTIR spectra showing a good match to polysaccharides (gums).

1

Fourier-transform infrared microspectroscopy (FTIR) is a technique that has a number of advantages over GC-MS.
FTIR can be used directly on a paint sample without requiring aggressive chemical pre-treatment. Because samples
may be recovered for subsequent analysis by other methods, it is termed a non-destructive technique. Furthermore, it
can also identify pigments and other non-volatile species (such as acrylic media) that cannot be detected by GC-MS.
However, it can only detect components present in concentrations above five to ten weight percent, although many
substances are well below that level in commercial paints.
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A representative sample particle was placed on a Diamond window, and analyzed by transmitted infrared
beam with an aperture of approximately 100 x 100 microns, using a 15X objective. Each spectrum was the sum of
200 scans at a resolution of 4 cm-1. Based on the initial analysis results of bulk material, extraction was made by
placing a microdroplet of solvent on the sample, and analysis was performed on the resultant extracted dry solvent
ring. Infrared spectra of the samples contain bands that correspond to the paint components. To identify materials in
a paint sample, the infrared spectrum may be matched to spectra for reference materials using a computer algorithm.
Of course, other components may be present in the samples at concentrations below the 5% detection limit. For
more details see M. R. Derrick, Practical Guide to Infrared Microspectroscopy, edited by Howard J. Humecki, (New
York: Marcel Dekker, 1995).
2

Gas chromatography with mass spectrometry (GC-MS) is a technique that can be used to identify organic binding
media, such as proteins, oils, waxes, resins and plant gums, in addition to many types of paint additives. The
samples must be treated with reactive chemicals prior to analysis, and each type of medium may require a specific
pre-treatment procedure. Procedures were developed at the Getty Conservation Institute for the identification of the
common organic binding media. Moreover, for plant gums, proteins and oils it is possible to measure the amount of
medium present in the sample.
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EFEO INTERVENTIONS AT PHNOM BAKHENG
Work at Phnom Bakheng conducted between 1923 and 1929 excerpted from the excavation
journals and translated from the original French

JUNE 1923
A team of 20 laborers continues the removal of the mounds of dirt from the upper terraces to the north of
the stairway E of the pyramid. We are also clearing the two brick shrines at the base of these mounds of
dirt.
JULY 1923
A team of 22 laborers continues to clear the two brick shrines and removal of the mounds of dirt to the
north of the stairway. As the stones are being removed from the slab that is shared by the two shrines, in
order to re-seam the joints and reinforce the slab, I noticed that the infrastructure is composed of a
mixture of dirt and disintegrated laterite which is not sufficiently strong for the slab that rests on it (A and
B).

Sketch July 11, 1923, Journal de Fouilles 04, page36
Position of the brick shrines mentioned in report 1923-1929, “… to the north of the stairway (East),” therefore it
has to be G43 and “A” should be G44.

The clearing of the inside of the first shrine (coming from the east) has revealed in the center of the slab
(at 0.9 m below the level of the door frames) a square stone with square holes drilled into it for the usual
17 lingas. In the center hole, a faience decorated bowl was found, full of charred bone fragments, and a
grayish small round covered pottery bowl. Next to that was a large, pedestal broken into several pieces,
and a somewhat shapeless religious statuette, standing, with 4 arms. We are now beginning to clear the
second shrine to the west.

Sketch July 25, 1923, Journal de Fouilles 04, page 43
First shrine “A” should be G44, second shrine “B” should be G43.

AUGUST 1923
A team of 22 laborers continues clearing the two brick shrines and the base of the pyramid has been
completed. The frame of the door of the east façade of the first shrine [G44] has been rebuilt. This was
difficult due to the fact that the lintel was barely holding on the north side, and it had to be supported by
scaffolding while ropes were used to fix the door posts.
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Sketch August 8, 1923, Journal de Fouilles 04, page 49

Inside the second shrine we found a somewhat well-maintained slab of sandstone, in the middle of which
stood a pedestal with a center hole extending into the slab [should be G43]. A gutter (B) completely
surrounds the slab pedestal, with square holes in all four corners.

Sketch August 13, 1923, Journal de Fouilles 04, page 52

SEPTEMBER 1923
20 laborers began clearing the interior of the 3rd brick shrine A, to the north of the east face of the
pyramid and the interior of shrine B on the same side. The latter is completely demolished and planed
down to the level of the first layer of the foundation, covered by a thick layer of dirt.

Sketch August 14, 1923, Journal de Fouilles 04, page 53
“A” should be G42.
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DECEMBER 1924
A team of 25 laborers continues to clear the shrines, or what remains of them, on the eastern side of the
north base of the pyramid. As with the east façade, on each side of the central stairway there were two
brick towers on a shared foundation, but here only one tower remains, the other having been completely
demolished, no doubt intentionally, but there remains not the slightest vestiges of the foundation of the
wall, and the masonry has been planed down to the level of the sub-flooring.

Sketch December 11, 1924, Journal de Fouilles, 05, page 74
“A” should be G34 and “B” should be G35.

The three facades of the southwest and north of the brick shrine that are still standing have been cleared;
there remains only the east façade where a very large tree is blocking the entrance. The foundations of
chapels A and B on the first level of the pyramid have been sealed with cement, as many stones had fallen
and left gaps beneath these chapels.
JANUARY 1925
A team of 22 laborers has finished clearing the brick shrines to the east of the north stairway at the base of
the pyramid. The large tree that blocked the eastern entrance to this shrine has been split into pieces and
taken down. As a result, the view from the central sanctuary to the top of the pyramid can encompass the
entire city of Angkor Thom, with the tip of Bayon emerging from the forest.

Sketch January 8, 1925, Journal de Fouilles 05, page 92
Tree blocking the east facade.
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Sketch January 25, 1925, Journal de Fouilles 05, page 98

We are removing the rock that was supporting the foundation of a matching shrine on the east side, but
this shrine is completely demolished and there remains nothing but a heap of dirt and bricks. The stones
themselves that made up the covering of the sub-flooring have disappeared. We found a pedestal that
appears to still be “in situ” and that marks the center of the missing … this can be seen in photo 523,
which can be compared to photos 509-510 and 513 showing the same view.

Photo CA 523, 14132, East façade of G34

Photo CA 509, 14127, pyramid: base N, rapport 12/24
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Photo CA 510, 14128, pyramid: base N, rapport 12/24

Similar to the work on the north stairway last month, the damaged risers of the stairway on the south side
have been replaced, and the dirt and roots were removed that had dislodged the stones and threatened the
stability of the lion that is located there.
AUGUST 1927
A team of about 20 laborers began working to clear the brick towers at the base of the east façade of the
pyramid near the south corner. The upper level of all of the structures has collapsed, and the facades have
all been more or less modified by the addition of lightweight wooden construction by the Annamese
monks that lived for a long time in this location.

Sketch August 15, 1927, Journal de Fouilles 06A, page 127
“A” should be G5, “B” should be G4.

We demolished the remnants of the add-on constructions that were already half rotten (it has been ten
years since the monks decamped). Even the foundations of the brick shrines had been covered in an
artificial partition held up by half-walls made of stones from nearby ancient Khmer buildings. The site of
a completely demolished brick shrine is visible after removal of rubble and debris. Only the threshold of a
doorway and a small sandstone stairway remain.
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Sketch August 26, 1927, Journal de Fouilles 06A, page 132
“A” is probably the completely demolished brick shrine.

MAY 1929
The team of concrete workers, with less work to do on reinforcements this month, were brought to
Bakheng to complete the clearing of the base of the pyramid. This team of 28 laborers continued the
removal and disposing of the dirt and brick debris that surrounded the first level of the pyramid, which
appeared to have been systematically demolished. Removal is being done by way of the eastern section of
the south stairway. Near the base of this stairway we found pieces of laterite wall that seem to be rather
difficult to explain.
We found in A (sketch 3), on a block of laterite that must have formed the foundation of the demolished
shrine, a pedestal that appears to be in its original place. Since its neighbor, shrine B, still has part of its
walls standing, the removal of debris was halted. No masonry was found here that would have supported
the walls of the south and west façade. The removal of debris revealed the interior of a sandstone pedestal
similar to one previously found. Near this one, we found a square sandstone slab drilled with 17 plain
holes. Its size indicates that it must have been encased in the central hole of the pedestal, which would
seem to confirm Parmentier’s theory that the holes in these stones were not meant to hold lingas, but
parcels of precious metals.

Sketch May 28, 1929, Journal de Fouilles 07, page 170

Photos 1537 and 1538b (combined to form a single view) and photo 1538 show two perspectives of this
work. I sent to the warehouse the statue found in August 1928 near the foundation of shrine B. This statue
is 1.5 m high, with all of the characteristics of style 1 – photos 1539 and 1540.
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Photo 1538, 13958, rapport 05/29, G10 avant degagement (before clearing)

JUNE 1929
The team of 26 concrete workers did not have much reinforcement work this month, and so were able to
continue clearing the south base of the pyramid to the east of the central stairway. The laterite foundation
where two brick shrines stood, one of which was no doubt intentionally demolished, was cleared of the
pile of debris that covered it. This foundation does not appear to have a very precisely drawn shape. All of
it sandstone layer covering it is gone, also clearly intentional since there is not a single stone remaining.
The removal of this wall has resulted in the walls of the east, south and west façade of the intact shrine
(the one to the south) resting partly over a void. Further, the laterite has mostly collapsed and the rubble
that I initially left in order to support the foundations of these walls doesn’t appear sturdy enough. I had it
carefully removed and replaced with stone blocks.
Photo 1555 shows the southeast corner of this shrine during clearing, and 1556 shows its northwest
corner. A hole in the foundation at this corner threatened to cause the wall to collapse, and had to be filled
with cement. The pedestal mentioned in my earlier report is still in place. The interior of the shrine’s cella
has been cleared of rubble. It should be noted that the slab of the cella is .9 m below the level of the east
and west door frames.

Photo 1555, 14140, G10, 06/29
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The snanadroni slab was found in the rubble and replaced on the pedestal - photo 1557, taken from the
east doorway. A few barely legible cursive characters were found on the center mullion of the misplaced
sandstone door of the north face.
As for the completely demolished shrine to the north [G11], I noted that during the removal of debris,
there were portions of the walls where bricks remained attached to each other in spite of there being no
trace of mortar. This could have resulted simply from wear on the surface that are in contact.
This job of clearing the base of Bakheng is taking so long that I had another team of 25 laborers (who
have just finished clearing Prasat Suor Prat) begin the same work on the north side.
On this side also, there remain intact only some of the brick shrines that surrounded the pyramid. Clearing
began to the west of central stairway. One or more of the brick shrines in A and B (sketch 3) have
completely disappeared and only the laterite sub-foundation remains. At the site of shrine B we found a
pedestal like those found on the south face, which is all the remains intact of this shrine. The snanadroni
was found a little further away.

Sketch June 22, 1929, Journal de Fouilles 07, page 185

Sketch June 27, 1929, Journal de Fouilles 07, page 187

The native people have requested that we cover a buddha statue that was found in an shrine whose entire
vault is missing, to the south of the east stairway of the pyramid. I ordered that done, out of respect for the
religious principles of the native people, who would not want to leave it exposed, but on the condition
that this roof or shelter remain out of sight from the outside.
I should add that a frame and roof had been covering this shrine, but that I had had it removed at the same
time as the baroque additions of the Annamese monks.
Before the buddha returned to the shade of its restored roof, I took photo no. 1560, not because the
buddha is especially well made, but because it’s a rather unique type.
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JULY 1929
The team of 28 concrete workers continued to clear the base of the pyramid to the east of the south
stairway. We got as far as the laterite foundation supporting the shrines to the east of the one already
cleared. Photo 1615, which can be compared to photo 1538, taken almost in the same spot, shows the
progress of the work.
AUGUST 1929
The team of 28 concrete workers continued to clear whatever remains of the shrines that existed to the
south of the pyramid. There is almost nothing to be found under this debris and fallen stones except the
stone of the laterite foundation, but there are pedestals more or less “in situ” on the south side, as on the
north face, indicating where shrines used to be located.
Photo 1654 shows the work site, with the previously cleared shrine in the foreground, and pencil marks
indicting the stones brought in for reinforcement.

Photo 1654, 13961, G10, 08/29

SEPTEMBER 1929
A team of 26 laborers continued clearing the south side of the pyramid. This work uncovered a fourth
pedestal near the southeast corner, indicating the location of another demolished brick shrine (sketch 1)
on the communal laterite foundation.

Sketch September 9, 1929, Journal de Fouilles 07, page 231

OCTOBER 1929
South Face - the team of 28 concrete workers continued to clear the base of the pyramid. In front of the
south stairway, we continued to uncover traces of laterite walls and remnants of sandstone slabs whose
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presence is not easily explained, as they don’t appear to be related to the brick shrines or even the
stairway that they strangely abut.

Sketch October 1, 1929, Journal de Fouilles 07, page 243

In any case, it’s been shown that these slabs and walls were much later than the monument itself, since
they are partly composed of re-used stone originating in the towers decorating the levels of the pyramid,
or the sandstone walls lining the tiers.
Photo 1748 shows the view from the south. we have begun to clear the brick shrine to the west of the
south stairway. This shrine, whose façade walls are still standing, is filled with dirt up to the top level of
the pedestal which is still in place in the middle of the cella. This corresponds roughly to the level of the
threshold of the door. We know that the slab in all of these shrines is significantly below that. [G10]

Sketch October 18, 1929, Journal de Fouilles 07, page 255

Near the southeast corner of the pyramid, we found another pedestal under the rubble of bricks and dirt,
marking the location of a demolished chapel on the extension of the diagonal. Its location is
simultaneously on the east-west axis of the shrines along the south face of the pyramid, and the northsouth axis of those along the east façade.
A stone lintel and two simply lined sandstone columns lay near the foundation that remains “in situ” as
well as a slab of the threshold and two steps of the north façade of the chapel.
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NOVEMBER 1929
South Face - a team of 26 laborers continued to clear the brick shrines on the south face of the base of the
pyramid: the entire section between the north-south axis and the southeast corner is finished. Now only
the infrastructure of the sub-foundation and pedestals remaining “in situ” can give away the presence of
these chapels.
In the southeast corner of the first tier of the pyramid, after removal of the rubble, the bedrock of the hill
was completely revealed, as the sandstone cladding of wall has completely collapsed. Photo 1792.

Photo CA 1792, 13969, pyramid SE angle, 12/29

Sketch November 21, 1929, Journal de Fouilles 07, page 271

We began to clear the shrines on the west side of the south face [G13-16] – photo 1794. In the debris,
entirely composed of dirt and bricks from the intact tower to the west of the south stairway, we found a
bronze plaque carved in the shape of a lotus flower, 95mm in diameter. It would appears that the rich
Khmer style has given way to simple observation of nature. The receptacle, stamens and corolla of the
flower appear sufficiently accurate, but with almost no relief.
Then this team went back to clearing the brick shrines at the base of the pyramid to the west of the north
stairway. The foundations of these shrines are buried in the brick rubble of the upper sections that have
completely collapsed. The second tower (nothing remains of the first) has just one façade wall still intact.
Part of the decoration of the entrance is still intact, but we had to put back the column that was resting on
the debris.
While clearing this shrine it was noted, just as on the south side, that entire sections of the walls had
fallen, without any of the being separated from each other.
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We had to take down carefully, section by section, a tree that had grown in the rubble of the collapsed
shrine, so as not to cause any damage.

Sketch December 18, 1929, Journal de Fouilles 07, page 284
“A” is G31, “B” is G30 and “C” is G29.

DECEMBER 1929
South Face - a team of 25 laborers continue to clear the base of the pyramid on the south face to the west
of the central stairway. The brick shrines are without their crowns or much of their superstructure, and
where walls are still standing they are riddled with holes that are difficult to explain, although it is most
likely due to trees and other vegetation. [G12-16]
Photo 1822 shows the walls beginning to collapse, and 1823 and 1824 show wall fragments. [These
photos do not exist.]
While clearing the second shrine, near the south façade we found an oval shaped intaglio crystal rock,
27mm by 27mm.
A plaster mold will be sent soon for analysis of the character gesticulating and dancing on a leafy branch
depicted on the flat side of the intaglio. I don’t know who this figure can be, which is neither Khmer nor
Chinese.
North Face – a team of 22 laborers have nearly finished clearing shrine A (sketch 2) except for the section
west of the north wall, where a dangerously leaning tree had to be removed. I had this part of the shrine
reinforced, and using a jack have succeeded in lifting up this section of the wall and wedging the holes
and cracks in the foundation with bricks found in the rubble, as a temporary measure until it can be
properly sealed with cement. [Probably G31 (shrine A, sketch November 1929).]
While clearing the interior of the cella of this shrine A, we found three stone antefixes decorated with a
standing figure holding a club. On the slab could be seen light traces of sandstone indicating the original
location of the pedestal that was laying on its side. In the center of the slab there is a hole the same size as
the one in the base of the pedestal to hold offerings (previously referred to as stone lingas). We were able
to restore the fragments of the molded sandstone veneer of the enclosure wall that were found in the
debris.
We have begun clearing the shrines further to the west (B and C on sketch 2) that are blocked off by the
debris from the upper levels, making this work difficult. The two photos no. 1825 and 1825b, which can
be connected, show the current view of the work site as seen from the northwest. Photo no. 1832, taken at
the request of the head of the Archaeology Department, shows the west lion, the best preserved, found at
the base of the north stairway.
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Compilation of photographs from EFEO archives and similar photos
showing conditions existing in April 2006.
EFEO Photos in black and white
Existing conditions in color photographs, taken April 18-24, 2006 by
Michael Schuller.
Additional photographs to be taken May 2006.

View from above, southwest.

PHNOM BAKHENG Photos EFEO compared to April 2006 Conditions 
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South Stair, 2nd level. Note : image is reversed. This is the west side of the
stair.
PHNOM BAKHENG Photos EFEO compared to April 2006 Conditions
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West elevation north of stairs.

PHNOM BAKHENG Photos EFEO compared to April 2006 Conditions
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Note bedrock section also removed, lichen growth and stains on end of
stair wall similar to older photo.

West elevation north of stairs. Stone shrine dismantled, stones laid on level
below with most stone in order of placement for each course.
PHNOM BAKHENG Photos EFEO compared to April 2006 Conditions
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West elevation north of stairs.

PHNOM BAKHENG Photos EFEO compared to April 2006 Conditions
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West elevation north of stairs. Tree blocking exact reproduction of
photograph.

PHNOM BAKHENG Photos EFEO compared to April 2006 Conditions
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South elevation, east of stairs. Tree blocking exact reproduction of
photograph.

PHNOM BAKHENG Photos EFEO compared to April 2006 Conditions
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South elevation, 1st level, to east of stairs. Trees in the way for exact photo
reproduction.
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East elevation, to north of stairs.

PHNOM BAKHENG Photos EFEO compared to April 2006 Conditions
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South elevation, east of stairs.
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South elevation, east of stairs.

PHNOM BAKHENG Photos EFEO compared to April 2006 Conditions
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South, just west of large remaining shrine, to west of stairs.
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Northeast corner, top platform, photo taken from west. (Location reverified May 2006).
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North side, east of stairs. East elevation of brick shrine.
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North elevation east of stairs.

PHNOM BAKHENG Photos EFEO compared to April 2006 Conditions
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West elevation main temple tower.
PHNOM BAKHENG Photos EFEO compared to April 2006 Conditions
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Nortthwest corner, main temple tower.

Southwest corner, main temple tower.
PHNOM BAKHENG Photos EFEO compared to April 2006 Conditions
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Top platform

This does not exist at Phnom Bakheng.
PHNOM BAKHENG Photos EFEO compared to April 2006 Conditions
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Top platform from northwest.

PHNOM BAKHENG Photos EFEO compared to April 2006 Conditions
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Top platform from southeast? Not sure.

PHNOM BAKHENG Photos EFEO compared to April 2006 Conditions
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Top platform
Top platform

Top platform
PHNOM BAKHENG Photos EFEO compared to April 2006 Condition
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Top platform.

PHNOM BAKHENG Photos EFEO compared to April 2006 Conditions
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All are top platform.
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East, west, or south ?

4th or 5th platform ? Note – looks like laterite infill at stair wall
PHNOM BAKHENG Photos EFEO compared to April 2006 Conditions
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East or west ? At brick shrine

?

PHNOM BAKHENG Photos EFEO compared to April 2006 Conditions
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Could be the east elevation

Top platform, at west? Not sure.
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Northwest or northeast corner.
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West ? Or north ?

Not clear where this is, but it may be one of the rebuilt shrines at the top
platform or the shrine on the west that was dismantled (1st platform).
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Large remaining shrine on north, just east of stairs.
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East ? Note stairs at middle of image.

Large remaining shrine on north, just east of stairs. Photo taken from 1st
platform.
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North or south ? May also be west.

Southeast corner. 4th or 5th platform.
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Southwest or northwest ?
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North

PHNOM BAKHENG Photos EFEO compared to April 2006 Conditions
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East

PHNOM BAKHENG Photos EFEO compared to April 2006 Conditions
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North stairs

PHNOM BAKHENG Photos EFEO compared to April 2006 Conditions
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West from north, photo take from 1st platform.
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East
Re-position photo to be slightly more to the right to capture brick shrine.
See angle of stair walls.
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East near southeast corner
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Northwest corner
PHNOM BAKHENG Photos EFEO compared to April 2006 Conditions
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East, west, or south ?

PHNOM BAKHENG Photos EFEO compared to April 2006 Conditions
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Historic Images G10

1929

2009
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សិក្ខាសាលស្ដីពីករពងាឹងនិងករអភិរកាសសំណង់ប៉មធ្វើអំពីឥដ្

ថ្ងទ
ៃ ី១ ដល់ ថ្ងទ
ៃ ី៤ ខៃមិថុន ឆ្នៃំ២០១០

1

១. សាចក្ដីផ្ដើម
កៃុមមូលនិធិបៃសាទពិភពលោក ដៃលគៃហកាត់ជាភាសាអង់គ្លៃសថ WMF (World Monuments Fund)
គឺជាអង្គការមួយក្នុងចំណោមអង្គការអន្តរជាតិដទៃទៀតជាចៃើន ដៃលបានតៃឡប់មកបំពៃញបៃសកកម្របស់
ខ្លួននអង្គរតាំងពីឆ១
្នៃំ ៩៨៩។ តាំងពីពៃលនោះមក អង្គការ WMF បានបំពៃញបំពៃញបៃសកកម្ និងធ្វើ
ការងារជួសជុលបៃៃសាទជាចៃើន ក្នុងនោះរួមមាន បៃៃសាទពៃះខ័ន បៃៃសាទតាសោម រោងទងកូរសមុទៃ
ទឹកដោះនៃបៃសាទអង្គរវត្ត និងបៃៃសាទភ្នំបាខៃង។ នក្នុងកៃបខណ្នៃការងារជួសជុលបៃៃសាទរយៈពៃល
ជាងម្ភៃឆ្នៃំកន្លងមកនៃះ កៃុម WMF បានចូលរួមបណ្ដុះបណ្ដៃលបុគ្គលិកខ្ៃរចំនួនជាង១៥០នក់ ក្នុងវិស័យ
ផៃសៃងៗជាចៃើនដូចជា វិស័យបុរាណវិទៃយ សា្ថៃបតៃយកម្ វិស្វកម្ និងការគៃប់គៃងបៃៃសាទជាដើម។ បច្ចុបៃបន្ននៃះ
ក្នុងចំណោមបុគ្គលិកកៃុម WMF ចំនួនជិតមួយរយនក់នកម្ពុជា មានបុគ្គលិកបរទៃសតៃពីរនក់ប៉ុណោ្ណៃះ។
ដើមៃបីសមៃៃចបានលទ្ធផលទាំងនៃះ កៃុម WMF បានធ្វកា
ើ រសហការយ៉ៃងជិតស្និទ្ធជាមួយអាជា្ញៃធរអបៃសរា និង
សាកលវិទៃយល័យននដើមៃបីអនុវត្តកម្វិធីនៃវិស័យដូចបានរៀបរាប់ខាងលើ។
គមៃៃងដ៏ធំមួយក្នុងចំណោមគមៃៃងធំៗផៃសៃងទៀតដៃលអនុវត្តដោយកៃុម WMF គឺគមៃៃងអភិរកៃសបៃៃសាទ
ភ្នំបាខៃង។ បៃៃសាទនៃះតៃូវបានសាងសង់ឡើងនចុងសតវតៃសទី៩ និងដើមសតវតៃសទី១០ដោយពៃះបាទ
យសោវរ្ម័ន។ ភ្នំបាខៃងតំណងឲៃយភ្នំពៃះសុមៃរ ដៃលជាទីដ្ឋៃននៃពៃះអាទិទៃពក្នុងសាសនហិណ្ូ។ បច្ចុបៃបន្ន
បៃៃសាទភ្នំបាខៃងមានភាពលៃបីលៃបាញ ដោយសារភ្ញៀវទៃសចរចូលចិត្តទទសៃសនពៃះសុរិយអស្ដង្គតទ
ទីនោះ។
នឆ្នៃំ២០០៤ កៃុម WMF បានទទួលហិរញ្ញបៃបទានពីកៃសួងការបរទៃសអាមៃរិក ក្នុងទឹកបៃៃក់ចំនួនហាសិប
បៃៃំមុឺនដុល្លៃរអាមៃរិក ដើមៃបីធ្វើការតាមដន វិភាគ សៃៃវជៃៃវ និងរៀបចំផៃនការអភិរកៃសបៃៃសាទភ្នំបាខៃង។
ពៃលនោះ វិធានការបន្ទៃន់មួយចំនួនតៃូវបានចាត់ឡើងដើមៃបីកុំឲៃយមានការខូចខាតកាន់តៃធ្ងន់ធ្ងរថៃមទៀត។
ផ្អៃកលើើទ្ធផលនៃការសិកៃស នឆ្នៃំ២០០៨ កៃសួងការបរទៃសអាមៃរិកបានផ្ដល់ហិរញ្ញបៃបទានលើកទីពីរម្ដង
ទៀតដល់ WMF នូវទឹកបៃៃក់ជិត១លនដុល្លៃរអាមៃរិក ដើមៃបីអនុវត្តគមៃៃងអភិរកៃសក្នុងរយៈពៃលវៃង។ ក្នុង
ចំណោមការងារជួសជុលធំៗទាំងអស់ មានការងារជួសជុលជញ្ជៃំងខាងកើតនៃគៃឹះបៃៃសាទ រួមទាំងតួប៉ម
ដៃលនខាងលើតាមជៃុងបៃៃសាទ ការងាររៀបចំបៃព័ន្ធការពារមិនឲៃយទឹកជៃៃប និងបៃព័ន្ធបង្ហូរទឹកចៃញន
តាមជាន់នីមួយៗ នផ្នៃកខាងជើងនិងខាងតៃបូង។ ការងារទាំងអស់នៃះតមៃូវឲៃយកៃុម WMF បៃព
ើ ៃលអស់
រយៈពៃល៥ឆ្នៃំ។ ទោះជាយ៉ៃងនៃះក្ដី ក៏នមានបញ្ហជា
ៃ ចៃើនទៀតដៃលគៃមិនអាចមើលរំលងបានឡើយ។
ដូច្នៃះ ដោយសហការជាមួយអាជា្ញៃធរអបៃសរា និងមានជំនួយពីមូលនិធិ Wilson Matching Fund កៃុម WMF
បានចាប់ផ្ដើមផ្ដៃតការយកចិត្តទុកដក់លត
ើ ួប៉មឥដ្ទាំង៤៤នជុំវិញបៃៃសាទ។ ជំហានទីមួយ គឺធ្វើការ
តាមដនលើលំនឹងរចនសម្ព័ន្ធនៃតួប៉មនីមួយៗ។ តាមរយៈការធ្វើបៃបនៃះ គៃអាចរកឃើញមូលហៃតុនៃការ
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ខូចខាត ភាពធ្ងន់ធ្ងររបស់វ និងកំណត់អាទិភាពដៃលតៃូវដោះសៃៃយ។
បន្ទៃប់ពីកៃុមអ្នកជំនញ អាដ ហុក អាយ សុី សុី របស់អង្គការយូណៃស្កូបានចុះទពិនិតៃយបៃៃសាទភ្នំបាខៃង
កាលពីខៃមិថុន ឆ្នៃំ២០០៩រួចមក និង ផ្អៃកលើការពិភាកៃសរវងអ្នកជំនញ អាដ ហុក ជាមួយកៃុម WMF ពៃម
ទាំងយោងទតាមអនុសាសន៍ដៃលផ្ដល់ជូនក្នុងសម័យបៃជុំបច្ចៃកទៃស អាយ សុី សុី លើកទី១៨ កៃុម WMF
ក៏បានឯកភាពចាត់វិធានការ ការពារបណោ្ដៃះអាសន្ន តួប៉មពីរធ្វើពីឥដ្ដៃលស្ថិតនក្នុងសភាពទៃុឌទៃៃមជាង
គៃ។ WMF បានឲៃយឈ្មៃះតួប៉មទាំងពីរនោះថ G5 និង G10។

២. អត្ថន័យសង្ខាបនាកិចព
្ ិភាកាសរបស់អង្សិក្ខាសាល
សិកា្ខៃសាលមួយស្ដព
ី ីការអភិរកៃស និងការពងៃឹងតួប៉មធ្វើពីឥដ្ ក៏តៃូវបានរៀបចំឡើងពីថ្ងៃទី១ ដល់ថ្ងៃទី៤ ខៃ
មិថុនឆ្នៃំ២០១០ ដោយមានការចូលរួមពី សមាជិកកៃុមអ្នកជំនញ អាដ ហុក អាយ សុី សុី របស់អង្គការ
យូណៃស្កូ អ្នកជំនញក្នុងសៃុកនិងអន្តរជាតិដៃលមានជំនញនិងបទពិសោធន៍ខាងការជួសជុលបៃៃសាទឥដ្
នអង្គរ ពៃមទាំងអ្នកជំនញអន្តរជាតិដៃលមានជំនញខាងការអភិរកៃសនិងការពងៃឹងបៃៃសាទឥដ្ដៃលមិន
ធា្លៃប់ធ្វើការនអង្គរពីមុនមក។
គោលដនៃសិកា្ខៃសាលនៃះគឺ ពិនិតៃយមើលឡើងវិញនូវមូលហៃតុទាំងឡាយដៃលធ្វើឲៃយតួប៉មឥដ្ខូចខាត និង
ចាត់អាទិភាពសមសៃបសមៃៃប់ការជួសជុលននឹងកន្លៃង។ សមាជិកអង្គសិកា្ខៃសាលបានចុះទពិនិតៃយ
បៃៃសាទឥដ្ដៃលគៃបានជួសជុលពីមុនមក ដូចជាបៃៃសាទ កៃវ៉ៃន់ (ជួសជុលដោយកៃុមសាលបារាំងចុងបូពា៌ៃ
នក្នុងអំឡុងឆ្នៃំ១៩៣០ ឬឆ្នៃំ១៩៤០) បៃៃសាទបៃៃរូប (ជួសជុលដោយកៃុមអីុតាលីនចុងឆ្នៃំ១៩៩០)
បៃៃសាទពៃះគោ (ជួសជុលដោយអាជា្ញៃធរអបៃសរានពាក់កណ្ដៃលឆ្នៃំ១៩៩០) បៃៃសាទបាគង (មានមួយផ្នៃក
នៃតួប៉មឥដ្មួយបានបាក់ធា្លៃក់ និងតៃូវបានជួសជុលដោយអាជា្ញៃធរអបៃសរា)។ គោលដនៃការចុះទមើល
បៃៃសាទដៃលគៃធា្លៃប់បានជួសជុលកន្លងមកនៃះ គឺដើមៃបីវយតម្លៃមើលថ តើគៃអាចយកបច្ចៃកទៃសដៃលគៃ
ធា្លៃប់បដ
ៃើ ើមៃបីជួសជុលបៃៃសាទឥដ្រួចហើយនោះ មកអនុវត្តចំពោះតួប៉មឥដ្នបៃៃសាទភ្នំបាខៃងបានឬទៃ។
នក្នុងពៃលសិកា្ខៃសាលនៃះ ឯកឧត្ដម រស់ បូរា៉ៃត់ បានពិព័ណ៌នតៃួសៗអំពីបៃវត្តិនៃការបៃើបៃសឥ
់ ដ្នក្នុង
ការធ្វើសំណង់បៃតិកភណ្ក្នុងពៃះរាជាណចកៃកម្ពុជា។ សំណង់ដំបូងបំផុតដៃលគៃបឥ
ៃើ ដ្គឺនក្នុងអំឡុង
សតវតៃសទី៥ក្នុងសម័យហ្វូណន សម័យមុនអង្គរដូចជានអង្គរបុរី ឬសំបូរពៃគ
ៃ ុកជាដើម។ នសម័យអង្គរ ខ្ៃរ
ជំនន់ដើមបានបៃើបៃសឥ
់ ដ្ដើមៃបីធ្វើសំណង់ ក្នុងចនោ្លៃះពីសតវតៃសទី៨ ទសតវតៃសទី៩ ប៉ុន្តៃគៃបានជំនួសឥដ្
ដោយថ្ភក់វិញចាប់ពីចុងសតវតៃសទី៩ រហូតមកដល់ពាក់កណ្ដៃលសតវតៃសទី១០។ បន្ទៃប់មក គៃឃើញមានការ
បៃើបៃសឥ
់ ដ្ជាថ្ីម្ដងទៀត ដូចជានបៃៃសាទបៃៃរូបជាដើម ហើយក៏បាត់ទវិញនក្នុងអំឡុងសតវតៃសទី១២
រួចមានមុខបន្តរហូតមកចាប់ពីចុងសតវតៃសទី១៣។
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ថ្វីតៃបិតថឥដ្តៃូវបានគៃនិយមបៃើបៃសជា
់ សមា្ភៃរៈសំណង់ ប៉ុន្តៃគៃនតៃមិនទាន់ដឹងចៃបាស់ពីរបៀបដៃលចាស់
ៗជំនន់ដើមផលិតឥដ្នឡើយ ហើយគៃក៏មិនដៃលរកឃើញឡឥដ្បុរាណដៃរ។ ការអភិរកៃសនិងការជួសជុល
សំណង់ឥដ្មានការលំបាកជាងការអភិរកៃសនិងការជួសជុលសំណង់ធ្វើពីថ្ភក់ ហៃតន
ុ ៃះហើយបានជាការ
រៀបចំធ្វើសិកៃសសាលនៃះពិតជាមានសារៈសំខាន់បំផុត។
លោក គ្លៃន ប៊រណៃហៃស៊ៃន បៃធានកៃុម WMF នកម្ពុជា បានបងា្ហៃញជូនអង្គសិកា្ខៃសាលអំពីវិធីជួសជុលថៃវ
កូរសមុទៃទឹកដោះនៃបៃសាទអង្គរវត្ត។ គមៃៃងនៃះសំដទជួសជុលដំបូលថៃវកុំឲៃយមានការលិចទឹកចូល
ធ្វើឲៃយខូចចមា្លៃក់លជ
ើ ញ្ជៃំងខាងក្នុង ដោយរកៃសបៃព័ន្ធបង្ហូរទឹកបុរាណ។ វិធីដៃលគៃយកមកបៃត
ើ ៃូវប៉ះពាល់
សំណង់តិចតួចបំផុត ហើយគៃបានចងកៃងជាឯកសារយ៉ៃងលំអិត និងចៃបាស់លស់បំផុតនូវរាល់បៃតិបត្តិការ
នៃការជួសជុល។ ក្នុងពៃលធ្វើការជួសជុល ដើមៃបីកាត់បន្ថយការរំខានដល់ការទសៃសនរបស់ភ្ញៀវទៃសចរ កៃុម
WMF បានចាត់វិធានការចាំបាច់ននដូចជារៀបចំផ្លូវដើរជុំវិញថៃវ ដក់សា្លៃកសញ្ញៃ និងរូបថតពនៃយល់ភ្ញៀវអំពី
បៃវត្តិនៃថៃវ និងការងារដៃលកំពុងធ្វើ។
បន្ទៃប់មក ពាក់ព័ន្ធនឹងបៃៃសាទភ្នំបាខៃង លោក គ្លៃនបានពនៃយល់ថ ក្នុងចំណោមតួប៉មឥដ្ទាំង៤៤ មានតៃ
តួប៉ម G34 តៃមួយគត់ដៃលស្ថិតនក្នុងសា្ថៃនភាពល្អជាងគៃ ខណៈដៃលតួប៉ម G4, G5 និង G10 មានសភាព
ទៃុឌទៃៃមខា្លៃំង។ តាមរយៈឯកសារបណ្ណៃសារ លោកបានពនៃយល់អំពីរចនសម្ព័ន្ធបៃសាទភ្នំមួយនៃះដៃលតៃូវ
បានសាងសង់ឡើងនពីលថ
ើ ្ភ្នំ ដោយគៃបានបៃថ
ើ ្ភក់កៃលនតាមជាន់នីមួយៗ។ លោកក៏បានពនៃយល់ផង
ដៃរអំពីបៃវត្តិដៃលបៃៃសាទភ្នំបាខៃងតៃូវបានទន្ទៃនដោយដើមឈើដុះពីលស
ើ ្អៃកស្កះ អំពីការងារជួសជុលជា
បន្តបន្ទៃប់ ដោយកៃុមសាលបារាំងចុងបូពា៌ៃនក្នុងអំឡុងឆ្នៃំ១៩២០។ បញ្ហៃមួយក្នុងចំណោមបញ្ហៃធំៗផៃសៃង
ទៀតនៃបៃសាទភ្នំបាខៃង គឺបញ្ហៃជៃបទឹក បញ្ហៃរបៃះដីធ្វើឲៃយថ្រមៀលធា្លៃក់បាក់ចុះទកៃៃម។ កៃុម WMF
បានជួសជុលបៃព័ន្ធបង្ហូរទឹកឡើងវិញ ធ្វក
ើ ុំឲៃយជៃៃបទឹក ដោយបៃើបៃសថ
់ ្ចាស់ៗដៃលមានននឹងកន្លៃង និង
បៃថ
ើ ្ថ្ីក្នុងករណីដៃលចាំបាច់។ ការសៃៃវជៃៃវថ្ីៗដោយកៃុម WMF បានបងា្ហៃញថ ភ្នំបាខៃងមានលំនឹងល្អ ថ្
ភ្នំគ្មៃនចលនបំលស់ទី ហើយក៏គ្មៃនទទួលឥទ្ធិពលរញ្ជួយដីដៃរ។
បៃៃសាទភ្នំបាខៃងមានបញ្ហៃចៃើន ហើយបញ្ហៃទាំងអស់នៃះនឹងតៃូវដោះសៃៃយក្នុងពីរដំណក់កាលនៃសិកា្ខៃ
សាលស្ដីអំពីការអភិរកៃសនិងការគៃប់គៃងរមណីយដ្ឋៃនបៃៃសាទភ្នំបាខៃង ចាប់ផ្ដើមនខៃកុម្ភៈ ឆ្នៃំ២០១១។
បញ្ហៃសំខាន់មួយដៃលចោទឡើងគឺបញ្ហៃចំនួនភ្ញៀវទៃចរដៃលមកទសៃសនថ្ងល
ៃ ិចនលើបៃសាទភ្នំបាខៃង។
នរដូវភ្ញៀវចៃើន មានភ្ញៀវទៃសចរបៃមាណជា៤០០០នក់ដៃលឡើងទលើភ្នំបាខៃងក្នុងពៃលតៃមួយល្ងៃច
ប៉ុណោ្ណៃះ។ នពៃលរចនសម្ព័ន្ធបៃសាទកំពុងតៃមានសភាពទៃុឌទៃៃមសៃៃប់ផងនោះ វត្តមានភ្ញៀវទៃសចរដ៏
ចៃើនកុះករនៃះ គឺជាទម្ងន់មួយបន្ថៃមទៀតទលើការអភិរកៃសនិងការគៃប់គៃងបៃៃសាទមួយនៃះ បៃកបដោយ
និរន្តរភាព។ លោក គ្លៃន និង ឯកឧត្ដម រស់ បូរា៉ៃត់ ក៏ដូចជាលោកសៃី លីហៃស បានគូសបញ្ជៃក់ម្ដងទៀតអំពី
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តមៃូវការបន្ទៃន់ក្នុងការគៃប់គៃងចំនួនទៃសចរឲៃយបានល្អ រួមនឹងកិច្ចខិតខំបៃឹងបៃៃងរួមគ្នៃក្នុងការអប់រំភ្ញៀវ
ទៃសចរឲៃយយល់អំពីបញ្ហៃទាំងអស់នៃះ។
ចំណៃកឯលោកសាស្តៃចារៃយ ចចចូ កៃូឈី លោកបានពនៃយល់អំពីសំណង់ដំបូលកោង និងស៊ុមអឌៃឍចន្នអឺរ៉ុប
និងនកម្ពុជា ហើយបានវិភាគអំពីបញ្ហៃដៃលកៃុម WMF កំពុងបៃឈមជាមួយសំណង់ឥដ្នភ្នំបាខៃង ក៏ដូច
ជាសំណង់ឥដ្ផៃសៃងៗទៀតនក្នុងរាជបុរីអង្គរ។ លោកបានលើកឧទាហរណ៍មួយទាក់ទងនឹងសំណង់ពីរា៉ៃមីត
នបៃទៃសអៃហៃសុីប ដៃលមានបញ្ហៃរចនសម្ព័ន្ធរវងលំហទទៃនខាងក្នុងនិងជញ្ជៃំងខាងកៃៃ។ លោកបាន
បៃៀបធៀបពីភាពខុសគ្នរៃ វងស៊ុមអឌៃឍចន្ក្នុងសំណង់នអឺរ៉ុប និងនអង្គរ។ លោកបានពនៃយល់ថ នអង្គរ
ស៊ុមអឌៃឍចន្មិនមានរាងកោងទៃ ដូច្នៃះ បើអង្កត់ផ្ចិតវកាន់តៃធំ រចនសម្ព័ន្ធខាងលើកាន់តៃខ្ពស់ នៃះបងា្ហៃញថ
ការរកៃសលំនឹងគឺជាបញ្ហៃដ៏ធំនក្នុងសំណង់ស៊ុមអឌៃឍចន្នអង្គរ។ ឧទាហរណ៍នលើកោ្លៃងទា្វៃរអង្គរធំបងា្ហៃញ
ថ ពៃះភ័ក្ដិលោកិសា្វៃរៈដើរតួនទីពងៃឹងលំនឹងនៃស៊ុមអឌៃឍចន្នៃះ។ ជាញឹកញយ ស៊ុមអឌៃឍចន្នអង្គរបាន
ខូចបាក់បៃក ដោយសារវបាត់លំនឹងនខាងលើ ហើយលើសពីនៃះទៀត គៃតៃងឃើញមានសា្នៃមបៃៃះកើត
ឡើង ដោយសារគៃឹះសំណង់មិនអាចមានចលនសមមូលគ្នៃក្នុងពៃលតៃមួយ។
លោក សាយម៉ុន វ៉ៃរា៉ៃក់ បានលើកឡើងអំពីបញ្ហៃទូទដៃលកើតមានឡើងចំពោះសំណង់ឥដ្នអង្គរ រួមមាន
បញ្ហៃសមា្ភៃរៈ បញ្ហៃបច្ចៃកទៃស (គៃឹះ តំណ ចមា្លៃក់) បញ្ហអា
ៃ កាសធាតុ (ការផ្លៃស់ប្ដូរកំដ សំណើម ទឹកភ្លៀង)
បញ្ហៃរុក្ខជាតិដុះពីលើ និងបញ្ហៃបណ្ដៃលមកពីការជួសជុលពីមុន។
ខ្ៃរជំនន់ដើមបានបិទដុំឥដ្ជាប់គ្នៃ រួចឆ្លៃក់ជាកៃបាច់។ ប៉ុន្តៃ ចមា្លៃក់នៃះធ្វើឲៃយផ្ទៃំងឥដ្ស្ដើង និងខៃសយកមា្លៃំង ពី
ពៃៃះផ្ៃរឹងខាងកៃៃរបស់ឥដ្ដៃលគៃដុតឆ្អិនតៃូវបានគៃឆ្លៃក់យកចៃញ ហើយផ្ផ
ៃ ុយខាងក្នុងងាយនឹងជៃៃប
ទឹក ពៃមទាំងបៃឈមនឹងអាកាសធាតុខាងកៃៃទៀតផង។ គៃឆ្លៃក់យ៉ៃងបៃណិតនោលើឥដ្ រួចលបកំបោរ
បាយអ ហើយគូរគំនូរពីលើ។ ព័ណ៌កំបោរបាយអដូចព័ណថ
៌ ្ភក់ ហើយវមានតួនទីការពារឥដ្។
អ្វីដៃលមិនគួរឲៃយជឿគឺថពៃឈ
ៃ
ើកៃសឃ
់ ្ឹកដៃលគៃបដណ្ដប់បៃង្គបៃសាទជាចៃើនអស់រយៈពៃលរាប់សិប
សតវតៃស បានធ្វើឲៃយអាកាសធាតុមានសភាពថៃរ និងកាត់បន្ថយបមៃៃបមៃួលកំដ។ កំបោរបាយអកាន់តៃ
បាត់បង់ចៃើនទៗនពៃលថ្ីៗនៃះ តាំងពីពៃលដៃលគៃកាប់សំអាតដើមឈើចៃញ ធ្វឲ
ើ ៃយបៃៃសាទស្ថិតនក្នុង
បរិយកាសបមៃៃបមៃួលកំដ និងសំណើមកាន់តៃខ្ពស់។ រុក្ខជាតិងាយនឹងធ្វើឲៃយឥដ្ខូចជាងថ្ ពីពៃះឥដ្
ងាយបៃៃះសៃៃំនិងបាក់បៃក។
តួប៉មឥដ្នភ្នំបាខៃងតៃូវបានសង់ពីលគ
ើ ៃឹះធ្វើពីថ្បាយកៃៀមដៃលគៃរៀបផ្ទៃលព
់ ីលថ
ើ ្ភ្នំ បន្ទៃប់មក គៃយកថ្
ភក់ទរៀបជុំវិញគៃឹះថ្បាយកៃៀម រួចទើបសង់តួប៉មឥដ្ពីលើ។ រីឯថ្បាយកៃៀម វមានចៃើនបៃភៃទ ហើយ
គុណភាពរបស់វអាសៃ័យទតាសៃទាប់ និងពៃលវៃលដៃលគៃដប់វយកចៃញមក។ បុគ្គលិករបស់ WMF
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ដៃលបានទមើលដល់កន្លៃងដប់ថ្ បានផ្ដល់ព័ត៌មានថ ពៃលវៃលដៃលល្អបំផុតសមៃៃប់ដប់យកថ្ដៃល
មានគុណភាពគឺមុនរដូវវសៃស (ចនោ្លៃះខៃមិន និងខៃមៃសា) ផ្ុយទវិញ គៃសំគល់ឃើញថ នបៃទៃស
វៀតណម គៃមានទមា្លៃប់ដប់យកថ្បន្ទៃប់ពីរដូវវសៃសបានកន្លងផុតទ។ បន្ទៃប់ពីដប់យកចៃញមក ថ្បាយ
កៃៀមតៃូវបានគៃយកទហាលឲៃយស្ងួតសិនមុននឹងគៃយកវទបៃើ។ កៃុមជប៉ុនបានសៃៃវជៃៃវឃើញថ ថ្
បាយកៃៀមបច្ចុបៃបន្នមានគុណភាពមិនសូវល្អដូចថ្បាយកៃៀមដៃលខ្ៃរជំនន់ដើមបៃឡ
ើ ើយ។
ចំពោះតួប៉ម G10 អង្គសិកា្ខៃសាលបានចោទសំណួរថ តើគៃគួរពងៃឹងតួប៉មធ្វើពីឥដ្សិន មុននឹងពងៃឹងគៃឹះឬ
យ៉ៃងណ? ហើយតើគមា
ៃ នជមៃើសអ្វីខ្លះ? ចំពោះតួប៉មនៃះ គៃឃើញផ្នៃកធ្វើពីឥដ្មានសភាពទៃុឌទៃៃមខា្លៃំង
ជាងគៃឹះ មានបញ្ហៃឫសឈើដៃលធ្វឲ
ើ ៃយតួប៉មបៃៃះចំកណ្ដៃល ពីលច
ើ ុះមកកៃៃម បណ្ដៃលឲៃយដុំឥដ្ធា្លៃក់ជា
បំណៃក។ ការសិកៃសដោយឡៃកមួយទៀតបានបងា្ហៃញពីការសឹករិចរឹលនៃតួប៉មជុំវិញបៃៃសាទដោយសារទឹក
ភ្លៀង។ ការការពារដើមៃបីបញ្ជៀសកុំឲៃយមានការរិចរឹលបន្តទៀតគឺជាអាទិភាពខ្ពស់មួយ។ នពៃលដៃលគៃ
ពងៃឹងផ្នៃកធ្វើពីឥដ្ វអាចបង្ករឲៃយមានការប៉ះពាល់ផៃសៃងទៀត ដូច្នៃះ វិធីដៃលគៃយកមកបៃគ
ើ ួរតៃមានលក្ខណៈ
ពហុជំនញ ហើយខណៈដៃលទៃឹសន
្ដី ៃការជួសជុលននឹងកន្លៃងចៃងថតៃូវធ្វើយ៉ៃងណឲៃយមានការប៉ះពាល់
តិចបំផុត គៃក៏គួរតៃគិតដល់វិធីរុះរីនិងរៀបឡើងវិញនូវកន្លៃងខ្លះដើមៃបីឈានទសមៃៃចគោលដ។
សិកា្ខៃសាលបានពិភាកៃសអំពីវិធីពីរក្នុងការពងៃឹងគៃឹះ ទីមួយ គៃអាចដក់បង្គៃលទប់ថ្បាយកៃៀមដៃលជាគៃឹះ
នោះបណោ្ដៃះអាសន្នសិន រួចជីកកកាយដីចៃញដើមៃបីដក់ទៃនល់ពីកៃម។ ពៃលដៃលថ្បាយកៃៀមមានលំនឹង
ហើយ គៃអាចដកបង្គៃលចៃញបាន។ វិធីទីពីរ គឺគៃអាចដក់បង្គៃលទប់ថ្បាយកៃៀម និងកាយដីចៃញដើមៃបី
ដក់ស្នប់រុញគៃឹះតៃង់កន្លៃងសៃុតឲៃយឡើងទលើវិញ រួចកល់ដោយដុំថ្បាយកៃៀមថ្ី។ ប៉ុន្តៃគៃបានសំគល់
ឃើញថ ការដក់ទៃនល់ទល់ពីកៃមបៃហៃលជាអាចលំបាកបៃសិនបើចនោ្លៃះសមៃៃប់បញ្ចូលទៃនល់នោះតូច
ពៃក។
ចំពោះតួប៉ម G5 អង្គសិកា្ខៃសាលបានសន្និដ្ឋៃនថ បៃហៃលជានក្នុងសម័យកៃៃមយមក គៃបានសង់ដំបូល
ឈើពីលើតួប៉ម ហើយតួប៉មបៃហៃលជាជាប់ពាក់ព័ន្ធនឹងសម័យឆ្លងចូលសាសនពៃះពុទ្ធ ឬសម័យដៃលអាច
មានមនុសៃសរស់នកន្លៃងនៃះ បន្ទៃប់ពីការធា្លៃក់ចុះនៃអាណចកៃអង្គរ។ កៃុមសាលបារាំងចុងបូពា៌ៃបានធ្វើ
កំណយទីធា្លៃកន្លៃងនៃះ ឃើញសំណល់ឈើ និងពៃះពុទ្ធបដិមា នអំឡុងឆ្នៃំ១៩២០។
កៃៃយពីបានចុះទពិនិតៃយមើលនិងពិភាកៃសអស់រយៈពៃលពីរថ្ងៃ អំពីបៃសាទឥដ្ដៃលគៃធា្លៃប់បានជួសជុល
ពីមុនរួចហើយនោះ សមាជិកអង្គសិកា្ខៃសាលបានផ្ដៃតការពិភាកៃសជាពិសៃសទលើវិធីដៃលតៃូវបៃដ
ើ ើមៃបី
ជួសជុលតួប៉ម G5 និង G10 នបៃៃសាទភ្នំបាខៃង។ ការពិភាកៃសសំដទរកឲៃយឃើញនូវបញ្ហៃសំខាន់ៗពាក់
ព័ន្ធនឹងគៃឹះ ទាំងផ្នៃកថ្បាយកៃៀម ទាំងផ្នៃកថ្ភ្នំ ក៏ដូចជាពាក់ព័ន្ធនឹងតួប៉មដៃលធ្វើពីឥដ្។ គៃបានបៃៀបធៀប
តួប៉មឥដ្នបៃៃសាទភ្នំបាខៃងទនឹងបៃៃសាទឥដ្ផៃសៃងៗទៀត ដើមៃបីឲៃយដឹងថតើការសៃៃវជៃៃវបន្ថៃមទៀតអ្វី
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ខ្លះដៃលតៃូវធ្វើ ដើមៃបីរកឲៃយឃើញនូវដំណោះសៃៃយដៃលសមសៃប។
ការសៃៃវជៃៃវរបស់កៃុម WMF កាលពីឆ្នៃំ២០០៥បានបងា្ហៃញថ គៃឹះថ្ភ្នំនមានសា្ថៃនភាពនឹងល្អ ប៉ុន្តៃគៃបាន
សន្និដ្ឋៃនថ ទឹកដៃលហូរចៃញយឺតៗបណ្ដៃលឲៃយម្ដុំជុំវិញតួប៉មមានបញ្ហៃ។ វជាការសំខាន់ដៃលគៃតៃូវយល់ពី
ផលប៉ះពាល់នៃលំហូរទឹកភ្លៀងទលើលំនឹងនៃតួប៉ម G5 និង G10។ កៃុម WMF បានទាញចំណប់អារម្ណ៍
ថ គមៃៃងជួសជុលធ្វក
ើ ុំឲៃយបៃៃសាទភ្នំបាខៃងជៃៃបទឹក នឹងនំឲៃយទឹកដៃលហូរធា្លៃក់ទកៃៃមម្ដុំតួប៉មកាន់តៃ
មានបរិមាណចៃើន។ ការរៀបចំបៃព័ន្ធគៃប់គៃងទឹកជាទៃង់ទៃយធំ និងការស្វៃងយល់អំពីថ្ភ្នំខាងកៃៃមតួប៉ម
ឥដ្កំពុងតៃដំណើរការ និងតៃូវបញ្ចប់នពៃលអនគតដ៏ខ្លីខាងមុខ។
ការពិភាកៃសបានបន្តទលើបៃធានបទពាក់ព័ន្ធនឹងថ្បាយកៃៀម។ អង្គសិកា្ខៃសាលបានកត់សមា្គៃលឃ
់ ើញថ
ការសិកៃសស្វៃងយល់អំពីលក្ខណៈរបស់ថ្បាយកៃៀមជារឿងសំខាន់មួយដៃរ ហៃតុអ្វីបានជាថ្ខ្លះពុកផុយ ថ្ខ្លះ
ទៀតមិនពុកផុយ។ ចម្លើយទនឹងចម្ងល់នៃះនឹងជួយក្នុងការជៃើសរីសថ្ថ្ីមកជួសជុល។ រហូតមកទល់ពៃល
នៃះ គៃមិនទាន់មានព័ត៌មានចៃបាស់លស់អំពីលក្ខណៈរបស់ថ្បាយកៃៀមនឡើយទៃ អង្គសិកា្ខៃសាលក៏បាន
ផ្ដល់អនុសាសន៍ឲៃយ កៃុម WMF ធ្វើការជាមួយអ្នកជំនញកមា្នៃក់ខាងថ្បាយកៃៀម ហើយគួរយកថ្បាយកៃៀម
ទាំងថ្ថ្ី ថ្ចាស់ ថ្ស្ងួត និងថ្សើម ទពិសោធន៍មើល។ (ចំពោះលទ្ធផលលំអិតនៃការពិសោធនៃះ សូមអាន
របាយការណ៍ជាភាសាអង់គ្លៃសនលើទំព័រវិបសាយរបស់ WMF)។

ជាទូទ គៃជឿថ ថ្បាយកៃៀមនៃគៃឹះរបស់តួប៉ម G10 តៃូវពុកផុយមួយផ្នៃកដោយសារទឹកភ្លៀងហូរកាត់ ប៉ុន្តៃ
គៃមិនទាន់ដឹងអំពីសា្ថៃនភាពថ្គៃឹះនិងថ្ភ្នំដៃលនខាងកៃៃមនោះទៃ បៃហៃលជាអាចមានទឹកជៃៃបចូលទៀត
ផង។ អង្គសិកា្ខៃសាលបាននិយយដល់ការបៃរា
ើ ៉ៃដដើមៃបីពិនិតៃយមើល ប៉ុន្តៃគៃគិតថវិធីនៃះបៃហៃលជាមិនសូវ
មានបៃសិទ្ធភាពទៃនក្នុងអាកាសធាតុពោរពៃញទដោយសំណើមនក្នុងបៃទៃសកម្ពុជា។
ចំពោះតួប៉ម G10 ធ្វើពីឥដ្ វពិតចាចៃបាស់ណស់ថមានវត្តមានអំបិល ហើយការសិកៃសអំពីអំបិលនៃះ អាចឲៃយ
គៃដឹងថតើទឹកហូរមកពីបៃភពណ មៃយ៉ៃងទៀតអង្គសិកា្ខៃសាលបានផ្ដល់អនុសាសន៍ឲៃយសិកៃសឲៃយបានសុីជមៃៃ
អំពីអំបិលនលើឥដ្នៃះ។ រីឯជញ្ជៃំងឥដ្ដៃលបៃៃះបៃក បៃសិនបើគៃឹះខាងកៃៃមមិនបៃៃបៃួលទៀតទៃ គៃ
គៃៃន់តៃជួសជុលវមិនឲៃយជៃៃបទឹក និងរបៃះធា្លៃក់ទៀតប៉ុណោ្ណៃះ ផ្ុយទវិញ បើគៃឹះនតៃមានចលន គៃតៃូវ
ពងៃឹងគៃឹះសិន ដើមៃបីធឲ
្វើ ៃយរចនសម្ព័ន្ធតួប៉មទាំងមូលមានលំនឹង។
ក្ដីបារម្ភមួយទៀតពាក់ព័ន្ធនឹងសា្ថៃនភាពពុកផុយផ្នៃកខាងលើ តៃង់កំពូលនៃតួប៉ម។ នបៃៃសាទពៃះគោ គៃ
បានជួសជុលបិទភ្ជិតកំពូលខាងលើតៃម្ដង ផ្ុយទវិញ គៃមិនគួរបិទភ្ជិតកំពូលខាងលើនត
ៃ ួប៉មនភ្នំបាខៃងទៃ
ពីពៃះវនឹងនំឲៃយគៃពិបាកមើលអ្វីដៃលកើតឡើងនខាងក្នុង។ គៃចាំបាច់តៃូវសិកៃសសៃៃវជៃៃវបន្ថៃមទៀត រក
វិធីធ្វើឲៃយទឹកហូរចៃញទកៃៃ។
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អង្គសិកា្ខៃសាលក៏បានពិភាកៃសផងដៃរអំពីការបៃើបៃសឥ
់ ដ្ថ្ីក្នុងការជួសជុល។ បច្ចុបៃបន្ននៃះ ទឹកភ្លៀងជៃៃប
ចូលទក្នុងឥដ្ ធ្វឲ
ើ ៃយសំណង់កាន់តៃធ្ងន់។ ឥដ្ថ្ីខុសពីឥដ្ចាស់។ ព័ណឥ
៌ ដ្ថ្ីដៃលសើម និងព័ណ៌ឥដ្ថ្ីដៃល
ស្ងួតមិនខុសគ្នៃទៃ មៃយ៉ៃងទៀតឥដ្ថ្ីក៏ទាក់ទាញរុក្ខជាតិដុះពីលខ
ើ ុសពីឥដ្ចាស់ដៃរ។ វជាការសំខាន់ដៃលគៃ
តៃូវដឹងថគៃបក
ៃើ ំដប៉ុន្មៃនដើមៃបីដុតផលិតឥដ្ថ្ី។
ជាបន្តទទៀត អង្គសិកា្ខៃសាលបានពិភាកៃសលើវិធីជួសជុលនិងពងៃឹងគៃឹះដៃលមានលយថ្បាយកៃៀមនិងថ្
ភក់ដោយបៃស
ើ ្នប់រុញ និងកល់ដោយថ្ថ្ី អំពីការជួសជុលនិងពងៃឹងរចនសម្ព័ន្ធធព
្វើ ីឥដ្ ដៃលអាចរុះរីនិង
រៀបឡើងវិញផ្នៃកខាងលើ ហើយយកឫសឈើងាប់ចៃញ និងការពារមិនឲៃយទឹកជៃៃប អំពីបញ្ហៃកណ្ឌៀរ និង
ដំបូកដៃលអាចទប់បៃសាទឲៃយមានលំនឹង អំពីការបៃថ
ើ ្ ឬឥដ្ថ្ី លយជាមួយថ្ ឬឥដ្ចាស់។

៣. សាចក្ដីសន្និដ្ឋាន
អង្គសិកា្ខៃសាលបានសរុបសៃចក្ដី និងធ្វកា
ើ រសន្និដ្ឋៃនដូចខាងកៃៃម៖
សា្ថៃនភាពនៃគៃឹះខាងកៃៃម និងដំណើរទឹកហូរនខាងកៃៃមតួប៉មគឺជាបញ្ហៃសំខាន់ពាក់ព័ន្ធនឹងសា្ថៃនភាព
ទៃុឌទៃៃមនៃតួប៉មខាងលើ។
ថ្បាយកាៀម៖ ការស្វៃងយល់អំពីថ្បាយកៃៀមគឺជារឿងសំខាន់សមៃៃប់ការងារអភិរកៃសតួប៉ម។
•

គៃគួររកមើលឯកសារដៃលនិយយអំពីការសៃៃវជៃៃវរួចហើយលើថ្បាយកៃៀមនៃះ។

•

យកថ្បាយកៃៀមទពិសោធន៍ (ថ្ចាស់ ថ្ថ្ី ថ្សើម ថ្ស្ងួត។ល។)។

•

ស្វៃងយល់អំពីយន្តការនៃការខូចខាតរបស់វ ជាពិសៃសថ្ដៃលនជៃុងខាងកៃៃ។

•

ស្វៃងយល់អំពីលក្ខណៈថ្ថ្ី និងថ្ចាស់។

•

កំណត់ថតើថ្ថ្ីដៃលគៃយកមកបៃើ គៃតៃូវទុកឲៃយវឲៃយនសភាពថ្ីដដៃលឬធ្វើឲៃយវដូចថ្ចាស់

•

គៃអាចបៃទ
ើ ៃនល់ទប់ ឬស្នប់រុញគៃឹះឡើងដើមៃបីកល់ពីកៃម។

•

គៃគួររកៃសសា្នៃមបិទកំបោរចាស់ឲៃយនដដៃល។

ករគាប់គាងទឹក៖
•

វជាការចាំបាច់តៃូវពិនិតៃយ តានដនមើលថ តើទឹកហូរទតាមណ ទកន្លៃងណ។

ជញ្ជាំងឥដ្៖
•

ពងៃឹងឲៃយជញ្ជៃំងឥដ្មានលំនឹង គៃអាចចងវផ្អៃបនពៃលបៃតិបត្តិការកល់គៃឹះពីកៃម។

•

គៃគួរបៃស
ើ សៃដៃកហៃលីហ្វីចស៍ភា្ជៃប់ឥដ្ខាងកៃៃទជញ្ជៃំងខាងក្នុង។

•

គៃតៃូវទប់កន្លៃងដៃលមានសា្នៃមបៃៃះឲៃយជាប់ មុននឹងដកឫសឈើដៃលដុះចាក់ញៃកជញ្ជៃំង។
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•

ការជួសជុលបិទកន្លៃងបៃៃះគួរបៃសា
ើ រធាតុដៃលការពារកុំឲៃយរុក្ខជាតិដុះពីលបា
ើ ន។

•

បន្ទៃប់ពីកល់គៃឹះខាងកៃៃមហើយ គៃអាចបៃខ
ើ ៃសៃចងផ្អៃបជញ្ជៃំងខាងលើ ដើមៃបីកៃតមៃូវ
ជៃុងតួប៉មដៃលមិនទាន់តៃង់។

•

ផ្នៃកខាងលើនៃជញ្ជៃំងទាំងបួនបានបាត់បង់ បាក់បៃកធា្លៃក់ចុះមកកៃៃម។ គៃគួរកត់តៃឥដ្
ដៃលខូចខាត ហើយនពៃលជួសជុលឡើងវិញ គៃតៃូវបង្កើតឲៃយមានផ្លូវទឹកហូរ។

ឥដ្ថ្ីនិងឥដ្ចាស់៖
•

សភាពជៃៃបទឹកនៃឥដ្ចាស់និងឥដ្ថ្ីពិតជាខុសគ្នខា
ៃ ្លៃំង។

•

គៃគួរស្វៃងយល់ឲៃយបានចៃបាស់អំពីឥដ្ចាស់ ដើមៃបីផលិតឥដ្ថ្ីមកជួសជុល។

•

ផ្ដល់ព័ត៌មានឲៃយអ្នកផលិតឥដ្គឺជារឿងសំខាន់ ដើមៃបីផលិតឥដ្ថ្ីសមសៃបយកមកជួសជុល។

•

គៃតៃូវស្វៃងយល់ថជ័រដៃលគៃយកមកបិទនចនោ្លៃះឥដ្មានលក្ខណៈបៃបណ ហើយ

ជ័រ៖
សៃៃវជៃៃវមើលថតើជ័រដៃលផលិតមកពីដើមឈើក្នុងសៃុក អាចបៃបា
ើ នឬទៃ។
•

គៃតៃូវសិកៃសអំពីការបៃជ
ើ ័រឈើជាភា្នៃសការពារទឹក។

ផ្ទាខាងកាា៖
•

ការជួសជុលផ្ៃឥដ្ខាងកៃៃអាសៃ័យទលើសា្ថៃនភាពអំបិល និងទឹកដៃលហូរពីលើ គៃអាច
បៃក
ើ ំបោរបាយអ ឬជ័រផៃសៃងទៀត។

កណ្ឌៀរ៖
•

ការបៃថ
ើ ្នៃំសមា្លៃប់សំបុកកណ្ឌៀរ អាចធ្វឲ
ើ ៃយបាត់បង់ដំបូក ហើយក៏អាចធ្វើឲៃយរចនសម្ព័ន្ធបាត់
បង់លំនឹងផងដៃរ។

•

ការសិកៃសអំពីដើមឈើដៃលនជុំវិញគឺជារឿងសំខាន់ ពៃៃះមៃកឈើអាចបាក់ធា្លៃក់មកលើ
បៃៃសាទបណ្ដៃលឲៃយមានការខូចខាត។

ករទល់ពីកាម៖
•

ការទល់ទៃថ្ភក់នតៃង់គៃឹះអាចជាការសំខាន់ ដើមៃបីយកថ្បាយកៃៀមចាស់ដៃលពុកផុយ
ចៃញ និងជំនួសដោយថ្បាយកៃៀមថ្ី។

•

គៃអាចបៃថ
ើ ្បាយកៃៀមថ្ីកល់គៃឹះពីកៃមទទល់នឹងថ្ភ្នំ ដើមៃបីឲៃយទម្ងន់តួប៉មទាំងមូលសង្កត់
ទលើថ្ភ្នំផ្ទៃល់។

ករជួសជុលសាកលាបង៖
•

គៃគួរធ្វកា
ើ រជួសជុលសាកលៃបងដើមៃបីបងា្ហៃញអំពីបច្ចៃកទៃស វជាការសាកលៃបងផង និងជាការ
បណ្ដុះបណ្ដៃលបុគ្គលិកផង។
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ជំហានបន្ត៖
•

ពិនិតៃយមើលការខូចខាតរចនសម្ព័ន្ធនិងសមា្ភៃរៈនៃសំណង់ ហើយចាត់អាទិភាពជួសជុល។

•

កំណត់បៃភៃទនៃការវិភាគ ធ្វើពិសោធន៍ និងការតាមដន ដើមៃបីរកឲៃយឃើញយន្តការនៃការខូច
ខាត។
+ មើលឯកសារសៃៃវជៃៃវនិងលទ្ធផលពិសោធន៍ពីមុន ហើយបៃៀបធៀបនឹងបៃៃសាទផៃសៃងៗទៀត។
+ បៃើបច្ចៃកទៃសពិសោធន៍ដៃល WMF ធា្លៃប់បៃើនកន្លៃងផៃសៃង។
+ គួររៀបចំកម្វិធីយកសមា្ភៃរៈទធ្វព
ើ ិសោធន៍។

•

ពិភាកៃសអំពីជមៃើសនៃវិធីដៃលគៃតៃូវបៃដ
ើ ើមៃបីជួសជុល។

•

រៀបចំគមៃៃងជួសជុលសាកលៃបងតូចមួយ ដើមៃបីកំណត់ជមៃើសវិធីជួសជុលចុងកៃៃយ។

តាំងពីសិកា្ខៃសាលខៃមិថុន ឆ្ន២
ៃំ ០១០ នៃះបានផ្ដល់របាយការណ៍ដូចបានរៀបរាប់ខាងលើរួចមក គៃបានធ្វើ
ការសៃៃវជៃៃវឯកសារ យកសមា្ភៃរៈទពិសោធ និងធ្វើការតាមដន សៃៃវជៃៃវននឹងបៃៃសាទផ្ទៃល់។ នខៃ
កុម្ភៈ ឆ្នៃំ២០១១ WMF បានរៀបចំគមៃៃងជួសជុលសាកលៃបង តួប៉ម G10 កៃៃមការដឹងនំរបស់លោក
សាស្តៃចារៃយ ចចចូ កៃូឈី អ្នកជំនញ អាដ ហុក អាយ សុី សុី របស់អង្គការយូណៃស្កូ។

ចំណាំ៖
1. របាយការណ៍លំអិត និងលទ្ធផលនៃការធ្វើពិសោធន៍ផៃសៃងៗដៃលមានរៀបរាប់នក្នុងរបាយការណ៍
សង្ខៃបជាភាសាខ្ៃរនៃះ មានសរសៃរនក្នុងរបាយការណ៍សិកា្ខៃសាលនៃះជាភាសាអង់គ្លៃស។
2. របាយការណ៍សង្ខៃបនៃះ តៃូវបានរៀបចំឡើងទតាមរបាយការណ៍លំអិតជាភាសាអង់គ្លៃស ដៃល
មានបង្ហៃះនក្នុងវិបសាយរបស់ WMF។
3. របាយការណ៍សអ
្ដី ំពីលទ្ធផលនៃការជួសជុលសាកលៃបងតួប៉ម G10 មានសរសៃរជាភាសាអង់គ្លៃសដច់
ដោយឡៃក។
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